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ABSTRACT

After enumerating the implicit and explicit references to Lord Byron in the corpus of Søren
Kierkegaard, chapter 1, “Kierkegaard and Byron,” provides a historical backdrop by surveying the
influence of Byron and Byronism on the literary circles of Golden Age Copenhagen. Chapter 2,
“Disability,” theorizes that Kierkegaard later spurned Byron as a hedonistic “cripple” because of
the metonymy between him and his (i.e., Kierkegaard’s) enemy Peder Ludvig Møller. Møller was
an editor at The Corsair, the disreputable satirical newspaper that mocked Kierkegaard’s disability
in a series of caricatures. As a poet, critic, and eroticist, Møller was eminently Byronic, and both
he and Byron had served as models for the titular character of Kierkegaard’s “The Seducer’s
Diary.” Chapter 3, “Irony,” claims that Kierkegaard felt a Bloomian anxiety of Byron’s influence.
By accusing a contemporary of plagiarizing his pseudonymous books in a dissertation on Byron,
Kierkegaard in fact reveals just how beholden his aesthetic authorship was to the dark and
intriguing themes popularized by Byron. Moreover, Kierkegaard ostensibly borrowed personal and
philosophical attributes from the ironic narrator of Byron’s Don Juan in the creation of his
pseudonym Johannes Climacus of the Concluding Unscientific Postscript. Kierkegaard would
have found in Byron’s narrator an example of what he calls “mastered irony,” a form of irony he
prefers to that of the German romantics. Lastly, Chapter 4, “The Undead,” considers the ironical
consciousness as a form of living death, and examines Byron’s influence on the revenants of
Kierkegaard’s authorship. By way of a conclusion, disability, irony, and the undead are united in
The Sickness unto Death’s Byronic figure of demonic despair.
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CHAPTER 1: KIERKEGAARD AND BYRON

The Library of Congress has grouped the majority of Søren Kierkegaard’s pseudonymous
books in Class B, which encompasses philosophy, psychology, and religion. Only his Either/Or
(Enten – Eller; 1843; Skrifter 2–3) and Prefaces (Forord; 1844; Skrifter 4: 465–527) have been
put in Class P for language and literature.1 For Kierkegaard, his signed books were religious in
nature, whereas most of those written under pseudonyms were essentially aesthetic2 (Skrifter 16:
17). The Library of Congress, then, has done a disservice to Kierkegaard in designating his
pseudonymous books as Class B. Such misapprehension, however, is not endemic to the United
States: “Among the many existing Kierkegaards there is one who is little known even in
Scandinavia—Søren Kierkegaard, the man of letters” (Fenger, “Literary Approach” 301). Indeed,
Kierkegaard first styled himself as a poet, and he never fully relinquished this title (Ziolkowski
25). It is ironic that he is now known primarily as a philosopher, for he but rarely described himself
as one (Marino xiii).

1. Class P’s pseudonymous The Crisis and a Crisis in an Actress’s Life (Krisen og en Krise i en Skuespillerindes Liv;
1848; Skrifter 14: 93–107) is omitted here because Kierkegaard did not publish it as a book, but as a series of articles
in Fædrelandet.
2. In accordance with the conventions in the field of Kierkegaard studies, I treat each pseudonym as a fictional
character responsible for the book or books that bear his name.
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In excavating the influence that the British poet George Gordon, Lord Byron had on
Kierkegaard, I aim to demonstrate that Kierkegaard is after all a poet. Like many poets, he
cultivated a rivalry with a departed predecessor that took on a personal dimension; this is the topic
addressed in chapter 2, entitled “Disability.” In chapter 3, “Irony,” I propose that it was as a thinker
that Byron exerted the most influence on Kierkegaard—and in turn induced the most anxiety.3
Chapter 4, “The Undead,” foregrounds Kierkegaard’s poetic character by revealing the Byronic
provenance of one of his repeated tropes. So, while my overarching aim is to rehabilitate
Kierkegaard the poet, the third chapter will unveil Byron the philosopher. The remainder of this
introduction provides a contextual backdrop for the subsequent chapters by surveying Byron’s
place both in Kierkegaard’s authorship and in the literary milieu of Golden Age Copenhagen.
The first of the few explicit references to Byron in the voluminous Kierkegaardian corpus
come during Kierkegaard’s “Faustian period” (1835–37), when the aspiring scholar was preparing
to write a monograph on what he considered the three main existence-ideas outside of Christianity:
Faust, Don Juan, and the Wandering Jew, who represent doubt, sensuality, and despair,
respectively (Hannay 60–64). Kierkegaard’s notebooks from this time favor Goethe and his Faust
(1808; Hannay 88), but it appears that his reading of Karl Ernst Schubarth’s On Goethe’s Faust
(Ueber Goethe’s Faust; 1830) may have led him to two of Byron’s dramatic works, Manfred
(1817) and Cain (1821).
In the first entry on Byron, dated 2 September 1836, Kierkegaard summarizes Schubarth’s
discussion of Manfred. Alluding to the typical conflation of Byron and the Byronic hero, Schubarth
suggests (according to Kierkegaard) “that some simply have understood the poem as a complaint
that life’s highest pleasures had been denied him, and that Lord Byron from this point of view has

3. See Harold Bloom’s The Anxiety of Influence (1973).
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reproduced the substance and contents in F [Faust]” ‘at nogle blot have ofattet Digtet som en Klage
over at Livets høieste Nydelser bleve ham nægtede, og at Lord Byron fra dette Synspunct har
reproduceret Stoffet og Indholdet i F [Faust]’ (Skrifter 17: 89). In the next paragraph, Kierkegaard
writes that Schubarth “draws attention to the fact that other great poets, for example Klopstock,
Milton, and even Lord Byron in his Cain, have understood the Devil from another side. Goethe
thinks he [Byron] comes closer to the understanding of him in the Book of Job” ‘gjør opmærksom
paa, at andre store Digtere fE. Klopstock, Milton og endog Lord Byron i hans Kain har opfattet
Djævelen fra en anden Side. Goethe mener han [Byron] nærmer sig mere til Opfattelsen af ham i
Hiobs Bog’ (Skrifter 17: 89). In a postscript appended to a fragment dated 8 September 1836,
Kierkegaard muses, “Lord Byron’s Manfred is arguably F [Faust]: without a Goethean upbringing
Mephisto?” ‘Lord ByronS Manfred er nok F [Faust]: uden en goethisk opdragende Mephisto?’
(Skrifter 27: 148).
Kierkegaard’s Faustian project as such would ultimately come to naught, for he discovered
in June 1837 that his rival Hans Lassen Martensen had anticipated him with the publication of a
treatise on Nikolaus Lenau’s Faust (1836; Hannay 88). Nevertheless, Kierkegaard was able to
transmute the quasi-academic research for his Faust book into one of the century’s greatest
monuments of literary art, his Either/Or. Borrowing the framework of Goethe’s Wilhelm Meister’s
Apprenticeship (1794–96) (Billeskov Jansen 13), this two-part novel is supposedly composed of
found manuscripts, primarily those of A, a young aesthete, and his older friend, Judge William.
While A’s papers capture the aesthetic sphere in all of its exhilaration and agony, William’s consist
of two long letters addressed to A, earnestly urging him to choose the ethical over the aesthetic.
The explicit references to Byron that appear in both parts of Either/Or suggest that
Kierkegaard had expanded the scope of his reading beyond the dramas. Part 1 contains A’s essay
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“The Immediate Erotic Stages or the Musical-Erotic” (“De umiddelbare erotiske Stadier eller det
Musikalsk-Erotiske”; Skrifter 2: 53–136), which is a paean to Mozart’s Don Giovanni (1787), the
Gesamtkunstwerk to which A awards pride of place in his pantheon of classic artworks. A contrasts
other iterations of Don Juan unfavorably with Don Giovanni, arguing that only in the medium of
music does the Don Juan figure find his ideal equivalent of sensuous immediacy. As one might
expect, Byron’s Don Juan (1819–24) of the printed word falls short of this ideal, even if Byron
himself, in A’s estimation, does not:
If one now would not even give Don Juan lines, then allowed himself to imagine
an interpretation of Don Juan, he there nevertheless used the word as medium. One
such even actually exists, by Byron. Byron, I dare say, was certainly in many ways
equipped to represent a Don Juan, and one can therefore be sure that when the
venture miscarried, the reason does not lie in Byron, but far deeper. Byron has dared
to let Don Juan come into existence for us, to speak of his childhood and youth, to
construe him out of the context of finite life-conditions. In that way, Don Juan
became a reflective figure[ 4 ] who loses the ideality he has in the traditional
performance.

4. At a conference held by the University of Manchester’s Byron Centre (“Translating, Transposing, Transforming:
Byron and the Nineteenth Century,” 5–6 December 2013), I presented a paper entitled “‘I want a hero’: Kierkegaard’s
Reading of Don Juan in Translation.” In my presentation, I quoted the Howard and Edna Hong translation of the
passage above, which refers to Byron’s Juan as “a reflective personality” (1: 106; emphasis added) After my
presentation, a member of audience, citing this passage, opined that here Kierkegaard betrayed his ignorance; even a
casual reader of Don Juan would not mistake Juan for “a reflective personality.” It was obvious, he argued, that
Kierkegaard had not read any of Byron’s verse epic.
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Om man nu end ikke vilde give Don Juan Replik, saa lod der sig tænke en
Opfattelse af Don Juan, der desuagtet brugte Ordet som Medium. En saadan
existerer ogsaa virkelig af Byron. At Byron i mange Maader netop var udrustet til
at fremstille en Don Juan, er vistnok, og man kan derfor være sikker paa, at naar
dette Foretagende mislykkedes, Gruden ikke ligger i Byron, men langt dybere.
Byron har vovet at lade Don Juan blive til for os, at fortælle os hans Barndoms og
Ungdoms Liv, at construere ham ud af endelige Livsforholdes Context. Derved blev
Don Juan en reflekteret Personlighed, som taber den Idealitet, han har i den
traditionelle Forestilling. (Skrifter 2: 109–10)
As A concedes with a knowing wink, Byron was eminently capable of realizing the Don Juan ideal
in his personal life, but he miscalculated when he sought to commit this ideal to the printed page.
A explains further,

While it is true that Juan is not reflective in a conventional sense, here Kierkegaard’s language, far from
being ordinary, is markedly Hegelian. In his Lectures on Aesthetics (Vorlesungen über die Ästhetik; 1835), Hegel had
declared music bereft of reflection, which, according to his dialectic, meant that it was an unadulterated form of
immediate sensuality. For Hegel, poetry, literature, and especially drama, represent increasingly advanced syntheses
of immediacy and reflection (Hannay 16). When Kierkegaard, in the role of A, refers to the Juan of the printed word
as “en reflekteret Personlighed,” this nomenclature is analogous to his classification of the musical Don Juan as
“umiddelbare” (“immediate”); rather than necessarily describing the personal qualities of the characters themselves,
these terms are based on the medium in which each character is represented. Freely cribbing the Aesthetics, A writes,
“Music, that is to say, expresses forever the immediate in its immediacy; . . . . Language implies reflection, and
therefore language cannot predicate the immediate” ‘Musikken udtrykker nemlig bestandig det Umiddelbare i dets
Umiddelbarhed; . . . . I Sproget ligger Reflexionen, og derfor kan Sproget ikke udsige det Umiddelbare’ (Skrifter 2:
76). By translating the word Personlighed as “figure” (“Personlighed”), I hope to forestall the confusion caused by
the Hongs’ translation on that occasion.
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The moment that Don Juan is conceived as a reflective individual, one can only
achieve another corresponding to the musical ideality if one leads the legend into
the psychological sphere. The ideality of the intensity becomes, then, what one
achieves. Therefore, Byron’s Don Juan must be considered unsuccessful because
it extends epically. The immediate Don Juan must seduce 1,003; the reflective
needs only to seduce one, and that which occupies us is how he does it. The
reflective Don Juan’s seduction is a feat in which every single little touch has its
special meaning; the musical Don Juan’s seduction is a sleight of hand, a matter of
a moment, more quickly done than said.
Saasnart Don Juan opfattes som et reflekteret Individ, kan man kun opnaae en til
den musikalske svarende Idealitet, naar man fører Sagen ind paa det psychologiske
Gebeet. Intensitetens Idealitet bliver det da, man opnaaer. Derfor maa Byrons Don
Juan ansees for forfeilet, fordi denne episk udbreder sig. Den umiddelbare Don
Juan maa forføre 1003, den reflekterede behøver kun at forføre een, og det, der
beskæftiger os, er, hvorledes han gjør det. Den reflekterede Don Juans Forførelse
er et Kunststykke, hvori hvert enkelt lille Træk har sin særlige Betydning; den
musikalske Don Juans Forførelse ere en Haandevending, et Øiebliks Sag, hurtigere
gjort end sagt. (Skrifter 2: 111)
“The reflective” Don Juan who “needs only to seduce one” presages “The Seducer’s Diary”
(“Forførerens Dagbog”; Skrifter 2: 291–432), the last section of Either/Or part 1, and its Johannes,
the eponymous antihero who stalks, conquers, and abandons the young Cordelia Wahl (Hong and
Hong, Either/Or 1: 620). If the diary is a fiction-within-a-fiction and Johannes is but A’s
pseudonym, then A could well be insinuating that he has excelled Byron in writing a Don Giovanni
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of the printed word, or, for that matter, it might be Kierkegaard himself who is boasting behind the
pseudonymous mask (Smith, “I want a hero”). Yet, ironically, Kierkegaard’s rendering of the
diary’s Johannes is distinctly beholden to the gallery of Byronic heroes (Ziolkowski 33) and even
to the figure of the poet himself (Ryan 7).
If Kierkegaard cannot admit his debt to Byron when playing his aesthetic persona, he can
hardly be expected to express such sympathies when in the guise of the ethicist judge. Lamenting
the disordered love of the present age, William attests that “it is not only Byron who pronounces
love heaven, marriage hell” ‘det er ikke blot Byron, der erklærer Kjærlighed for Himmerig,
Ægteskab for Helvede’ (Skrifter 3: 31). The judge is paraphrasing a line from Byron’s “To Eliza,”
a lyric in his first collection, Hours of Idleness (1807; 29; Hong and Hong, Either/Or 2: 471):
“‘Though women are angels, yet wedlock’s the devil’” (16). The aphorism is admittedly not the
poet’s own, but he prefaces it with the claim that he cannot contradict it. Inasmuch as the judge
refers to “To Eliza” in a letter to his young friend entitled “Marriage’s Aesthetical Validity”
(“Ægteskabets æsthetiske Gyldighed”; Skrifter 3: 13–151), one need not read the missive in its
entirety to surmise that he is positioning himself against Byron and Byronism.
The second and last reference to Byron in Either/Or part 2 appears in this same letter. The
judge writes, “The one who, like this, reflects temporally, for him the first kiss will, for example,
be one bygone (such as Byron has made it in a short poem); for the one who reflects eternally there
will be an eternal possibility” ‘Den, der saaledes reflekterer timeligt, for ham vil det første Kys f.
Ex. være et forbigangent (saaledes som Byron har gjort det i et lille Digt), for den, der reflekterer
evigt, vil der være en evig Mulighed’ (Skrifter 3: 48). This poem is Byron’s “The First Kiss of
Love,” which is also included in Hours of Idleness (8; Hong and Hong, Either/Or 2: 473). Here
Kierkegaard is again paraphrasing a poem from a decidedly minor Byron collection. The fact that
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he was familiar with these early lyrics would suggest that, in all probability, he had read the Byron
canon, as well. He would have had ample opportunity to do so, since his personal library at the
time of his death included a ten-volume German translation of Lord Byron’s Complete Works
(Lord Byrons sämmtliche Werke; 1839; H. P. Rohde 99).
The final explicit reference to Byron in Kierkegaard’s published works surfaces a year later
in The Concept of Anxiety (Begrebet Angest; 1844; Skrifter 4: 309–461). Although it was
ultimately published under the pseudonym Vigilius Haufniensis, the original draft of Anxiety bears
the name of S. Kierkegaard as author (Thomte and Anderson 221). In fact, Kierkegaard did not
resolve to publish under a pseudonym until the eleventh hour (Hannay 227). Since Kierkegaard
was once prepared to publish Anxiety in his own name, the following encomium to Byron can most
likely be taken in earnest: “Even if the word is horrible, even if it is a Shakespeare, a Byron, a
Shelley who breaks the silence, the word preserves always its redeeming power; since all despair
itself and all the terror of evil in a word is yet not so terrible as silence is” ‘Om Ordet end er
forfærdeligt, om det end er en Shakspeare [sic], en Byron, en Shelley, der bryder Tausheden, Ordet
bevarer altid sin forløsende Magt; thi selv al Fortvivlelse og al det Ondes Rædsel i eet Ord er dog
ikke saa rædsomt som Tausheden er det’ (Skrifter 4: 432). By placing Byron alongside
Shakespeare in a triumvirate of British poets, Kierkegaard accords him high praise indeed. For
Kierkegaard and his pseudonyms, the Bard was “great Shakespeare” ‘store Shakespeare’ (Skrifter
4: 154), “undying Shakespeare” ‘udødelige Shakspeare’ (sic; Skrifter 6: 206), and “the poets’ poet”
‘Digternes Digter’ (Skrifter 11: 154). The lattermost of these epithets is especially telling, as
Kierkegaard frequently identified himself as a poet (Ziolkowski 4). Suffice it to say, then, that
Byron’s inclusion in this triad indicates Kierkegaard’s great reverence for Byron’s poetic powers.
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Somewhat surprisingly, with the exception of a single journal entry from 1850, there are no further
explicit references to Byron in the Kierkegaardian corpus.
Nevertheless, Byron emerges elsewhere incognito, and in crucial places in Kierkegaard’s
authorship. Most notably, he is present in the Diapsalmata, A’s aphoristic fragments in Either/Or
part 1 (Skrifter 2: 25–52), which have been described as “Byronic expressions of despair” (Lowrie,
Short Life 149). The first of the Diapsalmata is particularly Byronic (Ryan 5). Here A asks,
What is a poet? An unfortunate person, who harbors deep torments in his heart, but
whose lips are formed thus, that as the sighs and the cries stream out over them,
they sound like a beautiful music. It goes for him like those unfortunates who in
Phalaris’s Ox were slowly tortured by a slow fire; their cries could not reach the
tyrant’s ears to dismay him, for to him they sounded like a sweet music. And people
flock around the poet and say to him: Sing again soon; that is to say, I wish that
new agonies may torment your soul, and I wish the lips may continue to be formed
as before; for the cries would only disquiet us, but the music, it is delicious. And
the reviewers step forth, they say: that is right, thus it should be according to the
rules of aesthetics. Now, it is understood that a reviewer resembles a poet to a hair,
only he does not have the torments in the heart, nor the music on the lips. See,
therefore I want rather to be a pig boy on Amager and be understood by pigs, than
to be a poet and be misunderstood by people.
Hvad er en Digter? Et ulykkeligt Menneske, der gjemmer dybe Qvaler i sit Hjerte,
men hvis Læber ere dannede saaledes, at idet Sukket og Skriget strømme ud over
dem, lyde de som en skjøn Musik. Det gaaer ham som de Ulykkelige, der i
Phalaris’s Oxe langsomt pintes ved en sagte Ild, deres Skrig kunde ikke naae hen
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til Tyrannens Øre for at forfærde ham, for ham løde de som en sød Musik. Og
Menneskene flokkes om Digteren og sige til ham: syng snart igjen; det vil sige, gid
nye Lidelser maae martre Din Sjæl, og gid Læberne maae vedblive at være dannede
som forhen; thi Skriget vilde blot ængste os, men Musikken den er liflig. Og
Recensenterne træde til, de sige: det er rigtigt, saaledes skal det være efter
Æsthetikens Regler. Nu det forstaaer sig, en Recensent ligner ogsaa en Digter paa
et Haar, kun har han ikke Qvalerne i Hjertet, ikke Musikken paa Læberne. See
derfor vil jeg hellere være Svinehyrde paa Amagerbro og være forstaaet af Svinene,
end være Digter og være misforstaaet af Menneskene. (Skrifter 2: 27)
This fragment has been rightly identified with both the romantic poet writ large and the anguished
aesthete of Byronism (Ryan 5). And as I argue in my article “P. L. Møller: Kierkegaard’s Byronic
Adversary,” the poetic melancholia and Hellenic motif of the passage above could well be in
imitation of the second canto of Byron’s Childe Harold’s Pilgrimage (1812). Although Byron had
published a few volumes of poetry before Childe Harold appeared, it was only after its publication
that “[h]e awoke one day, he supposedly said, to find himself famous” (Eisler 330). Similarly,
Kierkegaard had published several articles, a critical monograph, and a dissertation before the
launch of Either/Or, but, as he wrote in the posthumously published The Point of View for My
Work as an Author (Synspunktet for min Forfatter-Virksomhed; 1859; Skrifter 16: 5–106), he
considered Either/Or to be the debut of his authorship proper (Skrifter 16: 11, 16: 15). The allusion
to Childe Harold in the first fragment of the first section (excepting the preface) of his formal
debut might indicate that Kierkegaard, in spite of the veil of pseudonymity (which would grow
increasingly thin), hoped to achieve a Byronic notoriety in his native Copenhagen.
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While the paucity of explicit references to Byron after 1844 might lead one to believe that
Kierkegaard had only a youthful interest in the poet, the impress of Byron is discernible in The
Sickness unto Death (Sygdommen til Døden; 1849; Skrifter 11: 115–242), the highest achievement
of Kierkegaard’s maturity. This pseudonymous work, authored by one Anti-Climacus, anatomizes
the psychological disorder of despair. In distinguishing between Kierkegaard’s two major
categories of acute despair, George Pattison writes,
But there are others who are conscious of their despair, and these are divided by
Kierkegaard into two classes: those whose despair takes the form of not willing to
be themselves, which he calls the despair of weakness or “feminine” despair; and
those whose despair takes the form of choosing themselves without reference to
God or to any power other than their own will-power. This is the despair of defiance
or “masculine” despair: the despair of a Prometheus, of a Byron or of militant
atheism. (64)
Ryan elaborates that the one in defiant despair could be not only Byron himself, but also his heroes,
namely Manfred, Cain, and Don Juan (5). While one might distinguish between the open rebellion
of the classic Byronic heroes and the late Byron’s good-natured Juan,5 Ryan’s point otherwise
holds true. We can thus delineate a fascination with Byron (however perverse) leading up to the
very zenith of Kierkegaard’s authorship.
As the examples of the poet of Either/Or and the defiant despairer of The Sickness unto
Death illustrate, the full impact of Byron on the Kierkegaardian literature, unlike that of
Shakespeare, can only be discovered by close reading, not keyword searching. One reason for this
lack of surface content may be the fact that Kierkegaard’s engagement with Byron was not strictly

5. In Don Juan, the defiance of the classic Byronic heroes is sublimated in the narrator’s irony.
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limited to Byron’s poetry alone. Kierkegaard came of age in Golden Age Copenhagen, a milieu in
the thrall of both Byron and Byronism. Accordingly, Kierkegaard would have freely absorbed the
heady tropes of the latter, both in the streets and in print. In 1815, just two years after Kierkegaard
was born, a steady stream of articles in translation about Byron began to appear in Danish
newspapers, and, in 1817, Byron’s poetry was first published in the Danish language (Nielsen
366). By the time Kierkegaard entered the University of Copenhagen in 1830, the city “was . . .
full of aestheticising dandies, who went about in the guise of a Byron or a Heine, acting like sombre
and melancholy ironists, spending the day in cafés and the nights in Greek Symposiums with girls
from doubtful quarters” (Hohlenberg 14).
Not merely a posture, Byronism was a presence felt in the imaginations of the writers with
whom Kierkegaard associated and whom he read, such as his professor, Poul Martin Møller,
dedicatee of The Concept of Anxiety (Skrifter 4: 311). In his article on the reception of Byron in
Denmark, Jørgen Erik Nielsen especially applauds P. M. Møller’s “Drømmen (Efter Lord Byron)”
(1824), a translation of Byron’s “The Dream” (1816; 367). Kierkegaard owned Møller’s
Posthumous Works (Efterladte Skrifter; 1839; H. P. Rohde 91), but, as Hans Brøchner recounts,
“Far more than his writings, it was Poul Møller’s character that had made an impression on him
[Kierkegaard]” (qtd. in Garff 88). Indeed, it was Møller whose “philosophy of personality” turned
Kierkegaard against Hegel’s system (Fenger, “Literary Approach” 304). As I shall demonstrate in
chapter 3, this turn against Hegel would have meant, concomitantly, a turn towards Byron.
Whether or not Møller himself articulated his anti-Hegelianism as a turn to Byron is unknown, but
it is indeed a distinct possibility.
The Danish poet Frederik Paludan-Müller wrote admiringly in the 1830s, “Nature has
mixed in Lord Byron’s system those passions which agitate the human heart with most violence”
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(qtd. in Bredsdorff ix). The Auctioneer’s Sales Record of the Library of Søren Kierkegaard
(Auktionsprotokol over Søren Kierkegaards Bogsamling; 1967) lists a dual edition of PaludanMüller’s The Dancer (Danserinden; 1832) and Cupid and Psyche (Amor og Psyche; 1834; H. P.
Rohde 91). The former is considered the masterwork of Danish Byronism (Summers 292), since
it incorporates not only Byron’s ottava rima but also the tragic spirit of the love story of Juan and
Haidée.6 Emulating the late Byron’s inclination to digress philosophically, Paludan-Müller creates
a sense of ephemerality and dissonance characteristic of Danish romantisme7 in both this work and
his subsequent Cupid and Psyche (Rossel 238). Kierkegaard’s ownership of both of these long
poems by Paludan-Müller confirms his early Byronic inclinations.
Another of Byron’s disciples in Golden Age Copenhagen was the poet Emil Aarestrup
(Rossel 210). He was a translator of Byron “and praised woman, sensuality and passion” in his
own verse (Fenger, “Literary Approach” 312). Kierkegaard never mentions Aarestrup in his
journals and papers, but it seems that they had an acquaintance starting in the mid-1840s, when
they began to take long walks together (Garff 311). Aarestrup considered Kierkegaard to be among
his “favorite authors” (qtd. in Garff 311), as both were disgusted with Hans Christian Andersen
and his “infinity of sentimental confectioner’s sugar” 8 (qtd. in Garff 311). Their mutual

6. In an interview with the Danish critic Georg Brandes, Paludan-Müller confirmed Byron’s influence on The Dancer:
“When I wrote The Dancer I had only read a couple of cantos of Byron’s Don Juan and very few of his other works.
. . . All the same, I was then, like so many others, passionately fond of the English poet” (qtd. in Bredsdorff ix).
7. “Romantisme denotes a departure in the literature of the 1830s and 1840s from the idealistic and spiritual world
view of romanticism” (Rossel 209).
8. Ironically, “the young Andersen” is counted among Byron’s disciples by Sven Rossel (210). In his novel O. T.
(1836), Andersen’s titular protagonist Otto Thostrup is a prototypical Byronic hero, literally branded from birth as an
absolute outsider by the initials O. T., which stand for Odense Tugthus (“Odense Jail”; Rossel 231). Describing
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acquaintance, Christian Winther, claims that after the death of P. M. Møller, Aarestrup would have
been the one for Kierkegaard to consult on all things aesthetic (Garff 311), perhaps, most notably,
on Byron. Although The Auctioneer’s Sales Record does not list any specific works by Aarestrup,9
it is conceivable that Aarestrup, in his own person, exerted a Byronic influence on Kierkegaard.
Yet it was Winther who, as a poet, was perhaps the most instrumental in Kierkegaard’s
early reception of Byron. By 1835, a sense of Byronic melancholy had begun to creep into
Winther’s work, not only from his reading of Byron, but also because of financial woes and an
unrealizable love affair with a married woman (Kramer 288–89). According to Oluf Friis, while
the Winther of the 1820s had been “naïve,” by the middle of the next decade he was a reflective
modern; he had become “interesting” (qtd. in Kramer 294). With Some Poems (Nogle Digte; 1835),
Winther employed the irony of Byron and Heine, coupled with a keen sense of self-reflection, to
create a scandal worthy of his poetic forefathers (Rossel 211). In “Annette,” a romance in the
collection, Winther signals the shift from romanticism to romantisme—and the destruction of an
idyllic love-relationship from within—with a turn from the hidebound Nibelungen stanza to the
piquant ottava rima of Byron’s Don Juan (Rossel 211–12).
Like several other writers of romantisme, Winther was drawn to Zerrissenheit “(loosely
translated as ‘inner disintegration’),” the darker corners of existence, and “the split, intriguing,

Jutland’s west coast to a friend, Otto claims, “Over there every poetic soul must become a Byron” (qtd. in Nielsen
370).
9. In any case, only one volume of Aarestrup’s poetry, Poems (Digte; 1838), was published in his and Kierkegaard’s
lifetimes (Rossel 215), and it was released before their relationship had most likely commenced; thus, it is possible
that Kierkegaard might have been unable to obtain this item, or that, for whatever reason, it was overlooked in the
Sales Record.
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even demonic character.” Foremost among the English exempla of this trend was Byron (Rossel
209); “Largely under the influence of Byron as well as his own personal difficulties, Winther began
to explore the demonic and its psychological qualities especially as these expressed themselves in
the relationship with the beloved” (Kramer 294). Indeed, it is the tension between the desire for
freedom and the injunctions of society that leads to Zerrissenheit and the disruption of domesticity,
which, for Winther, culminates in “a Byronic worship of disharmony and suffering” (Rossel 210).
In fact, this Byronic Zerrissenheit may have been what made Winther so important to
Kierkegaard; “Kierkegaard calls Winther his ‘preferred poet’ and dedicated the second edition of
Either/Or to Winther, sending . . . him . . . a copy.” Yet while Kierkegaard and Winther had a
number of mutual acquaintances, Kierkegaard was content to maintain a respectful distance
(Kramer 286). Kierkegaard wrote his name in very few of the books that he owned, but one of
these was Winther’s Sketches (Haandtegninger; 1840; Kramer 288). More significantly, as Nicolaj
Bøgh reports, Kierkegaard carried this same book in the inner pocket of his coat (Kramer 285), or,
in other words, “Kierkegaard kept Winther’s importance for him close to the heart” (Kramer 296).
Kramer draws his reader’s attention to a poem in the collection entitled “Two Lovers,” which
portrays a young woman who, in spite of being left behind by her young man, remains faithful to
him. Although the poem does not offer an explanation for the young man’s leave-taking, there is
a suggestion of a force that both attracts him to her and pulls him away. The poem is redolent of
one of the great cataclysms in Kierkegaard’s life, his broken engagement to Regine Olsen.
Although Kierkegaard never testified specifically to the importance of Sketches (or, for that matter,
“Two Lovers”) for him, his journals and letters do connect other works in Winther’s oeuvre to his
relationship with Regine (Kramer 285).
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Kierkegaard broke his engagement enigmatically, claiming that “the thorn in the flesh”
prevented him from marrying (qtd. in Rossel 243). Not surprisingly, this ambiguity has occasioned
considerable scholarly debate. Rossel claims that the thorn could be either Kierkegaard’s familial
melancholy or a youthful erotic indiscretion (243), whereas Theodor Haecker identifies it as
Kierkegaard’s “deformed body” (51). (More will be said about Kierkegaard’s body in chapter 2.)
Rather than contribute my own opinion to the controversy, I would instead emphasize how
Kierkegaard channeled Byron (via Winther) in playing his part in the scandal—for a broken
engagement was indeed rather scandalous during the period. Whatever “the thorn in the flesh” may
have been is not nearly as important as how cryptically Kierkegaard has presented it to posterity.
If Kierkegaard imagined himself in the role of the young man in Sketches’ “Two Lovers” (Kramer
285), then he also conceived of himself as a mysterious Byronic hero. Like the Byronic heroes,
the young man of “Two Lovers” is separated from his beloved by uncanny forces with which he
is complicit,10 and such was also the case with Kierkegaard—at least, that is how he represented

10. For example, Harold, “Had sigh’d to many though he loved but one, / And that loved one, alas! could ne’er be
his” (1.39–40). In his lyric “To Inez,” the young lord describes the cause of this separation from his beloved
enigmatically:
It is not love, it is not hate,
Nor low Ambition’s honours lost,
That bids me loathe my present state,
And fly from all I prized the most[.] (1.845–48)
Rather, “It is that weariness which springs / From all I meet, or hear, or see” (1.849–50). Yet his listener is never told
whence this melancholy comes, nor is she encouraged to seek its source. Harold implores her, “In pity from the search
forbear: / Smile on – nor venture to unmask / Man’s heart, and view the Hell that’s there” (1.870–72).
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the situation in his writings. It does not require a stretch of the imagination to presume that
Kierkegaard might couch his actual life experience in literary characters and tropes. Joakim Garff
writes,
Kierkegaard was not only the person who did the writing; he was also the person
who—and it was precisely here that he could not hit upon the words he needed—
was written. For, when he was writing and in what he wrote, he was in fact also
writing himself: His writings constitute one, enormous sweeping novel of
development, a bildungsroman, in which the writing itself stands in a relationship
of deliverance, a maieutic relationship, to its writer. (557)
If Kierkegaard served as his own midwife, then it could also be said that both Byron and the
Byronic Winther had a share in his paternity, for Kierkegaard delivered himself from the broken
engagement as a fledgling Byronic hero. Donning the mask of Childe Harold, Manfred, and the
young man in Winther’s “Two Lovers,” Kierkegaard alludes slyly to an arcane “thorn in the flesh”
that dooms him to Zerrissenheit and unhappy love. Kierkegaard kept Winther’s Sketches “close to
the heart” (Kramer 296), but he kept the enigmatical figure of its Byronic hero even closer, for that
hero’s secret was indeed his own. Thus, Henning Fenger asks, “What are the autobiographical
writings save a confession of a lifelong piece of playacting in the service of a higher cause? Has

Similarly, Manfred can only reveal to the first spirit that he seeks to forget “Of that which is within me; read
it there – / Ye know it, and I cannot utter it” (1.1.137–38). In reference to his beloved Astarte, he says,
My injuries came down on those who loved me –
On those whom I best loved: I never quell’d
An enemy, save in my just defence –
My wrongs were all on those I should have cherished
But my embrace was fatal. (2.1.84–88)
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anyone in world literature done it better than he? If so, it was Chateaubriand and Byron, his
predecessors and brothers in conspiracy” (Myths 21).
Given Kierkegaard’s intimate identification with the Byronic hero, one is all the more
struck by the tone of the final reference to Byron in the Kierkegaardian corpus, a journal entry
from 1850. Here Kierkegaard writes, “Take a cripple. Yes, one who wishes to enjoy this life on a
large scale (a Lord Byron, for example), he could well wish to be healed—but not on the condition
that so to be healed and whole he should die to the world” ‘Tag en Halt. Ja Den der efter en stor
Maalestok ønsker at nyde dette Liv (en Lord Byron fE) han kunde vel ønske at vorde helbredet –
men ikke paa det Vilkaar, at han saa heelt og holden skulde afdøe fra Verden’ (Skrifter 23: 424).
In this passage, Kierkegaard turns his gaze derisively to Byron’s disabled body. The powerful body
of poetic work, over which he once marveled, is overlooked entirely. Furthermore, Byron serves
here as a crude stock character: a hedonistic “cripple,” like the Rochesterian figure of “The
Disabled Debauchee” (1680; Wilmot). In order to fathom the profundity of this revision in
Kierkegaard’s reception of Byron, we turn now to yet another Copenhagen devotee of Byron, one
who is perhaps the most Byronic of all: Peder Ludvig Møller. He embroiled Kierkegaard in the
Corsair affair, which Paul Rubow has deemed the “most renowned controversy in Danish literary
history” (qtd. in Hong and Hong, “Introduction” vii).
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CHAPTER 2: DISABILITY

Born in 1814, a year after Kierkegaard, P. L. Møller entered the University of Copenhagen
in 1832. Unlike Kierkegaard, who had a wealthy father to pay his debts, Møller came from poverty
and relied on grants and scholarships to support his travel and education (Hohlenberg 161). Møller
nonetheless shared Kierkegaard’s irreverence for formal education, as he, like Kierkegaard, was
technically a student of theology but devoted himself instead to extracurricular studies of
philosophy, aesthetics, and literature (Fenger, “Literary Approach” 313). He not only made
competent translations of Byron; Møller sought to imitate the poet in his original work, producing
“collections of poetry [that] jingle and clank with the clichés of Byronism” (Hertel 365). His
“Byron’s Last Hour” (“Byrons sidste Time”; 1845)11 offers a prime example of this tendency in
its conflation of Byron and the Weltschmerz of the Byronic hero. Like the Byronic heroes, the
Byron of “Byron’s Last Hour” is an isolated and mysterious melancholic, misunderstood by his
peers and doomed to die alone without ever having revealed his true self. Richly endowed with
physical beauty and intellectual gifts, he has been profligate with his energies, and now, along with
the hoary 30-year-old narrator of Byron’s Don Juan, he might say, “I / Have spent my life, both
interest and principal / And deem not, what I deemed, my soul invincible” (DJ 1.213.6–8).
Retrospectively, this poem achieves its intended morbid effect when one realizes that, in
poeticizing Byron’s death, Møller has prophesized his own. He, too, would die relatively young

11. For the poem in translation and in the original, see appendix A.
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on foreign soil, succumbing to syphilitic encephalitis in France in 1865, ten years after
Kierkegaard’s mysterious death in Copenhagen (Garff 410). It further gives one pause that
“Byron’s Last Hour” appears in Gæa, the very journal in which Møller would publish, in the next
year, the piece against Kierkegaard that would, according to some, precipitate his exile. The poetspeaker’s lament that Byron’s fame may be ephemeral (33–36)—over 20 years after his death—
seems more likely to be, in actuality, an expression of Møller’s own foreboding that he was
destined for total obscurity. As fate would have it, he was not (or at least not for total obscurity),
but he probably would have preferred to have been forgotten had he known how and by whom he
would be remembered. Henrik Stangerup writes in the non-fictional preface to his biographical
novel on Møller, The Seducer: It is Hard to Die in Dieppe (Det er svært at dø i Dieppe; 1985) that
Møller is “despised and reviled . . . or simply reduced . . . to a footnote; an obvious object of scorn
and hatred to orthodox Kierkegaardians” (8).
Møller, who won a gold medal with an essay on French poetics in 1841 (Hong and Hong,
“Introduction” xi), would have had himself remembered as a critic,12 and here, too, he was under
Byron’s sway. In reaction against the Hegelian speculative criticism of Johan Ludvig Heiberg,
cultural mandarin of the Danish Golden Age, Møller prioritized imagination and sensibility,
preferring Hugo, Heine, and Byron over Heiberg (Rossel 251). Some have even theorized that

12. Hans Hertel earnestly addresses what he perceives to be Møller’s sorely neglected merits as a critic: “In my opinion
even an unfinished investigation into the existing material seems to imply that his criticism forms an important link
between the school of Johan Ludvig Heiberg of the 1820’s and 1830’s and the modern breakthrough of the 1870’s,
anticipating and, possibly, even paving the way for Georg Brandes” (356). He concludes, “P. L. Møller was the first
Danish critic to understand European ‘romantisme’ as a movement and to understand it not uncritically but largely on
its own merits, as individualism and realism. He was the first to introduce it as a critical program and the first to treat
his contemporaries with the psychological-historical-sociological methods of new French criticism” (371).
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Møller “was forced into exile” for comparing Danish romanticism unfavorably to Byron’s, among
others’ (Stangerup 8). Møller’s notion of “modern” poetry, with its accent on artistic and social
individualism, could well have made him persona non grata in Copenhagen. Upholding Byron,
Heine, and the French moderns, Møller favored a direct, even confrontational, poetics, selfconscious, unrestrictedly passionate, and free of cant. This program gave Møller license to defend
the Danish Byronists, such as Andersen, Aarestrup, and Winther, and to declare that J. L. Heiberg,
uninfluenced by Byron and lacking subjectivity, was “no modern poet” (qtd. in Hertel 366).
Byron was not only integral to Møller’s school of subjectivist poetry; he was also a
forerunner in Møller’s crusade against piousness. Møller himself writes,
Since the most zealous political opponents here made common cause with the
bourgeois, one was somewhat reluctant to touch on the social conflicts, specifically
with the traditions in the chapter on love, which constitute a fundamental theme in
Byron’s, Heine’s and all of modern poetry. These poets certainly also had numerous
readers, indeed admirers, but only in silence. The virtuous father read them secretly,
but kept them under lock and key away from his wife and daughters. (qtd. in Hertel
366)
In the last sentence of the passage above, there is an inversion of the Literary Chronicle’s epigram
that Don Juan was “abjured by married men and read in secret by their wives” (qtd. in Stabler
148). A journalist and translator of English literature, Møller may have read this article and altered
its formula to serve his campaign against hypocrisy.
While scholars such as Hans Hertel have demonstrated Byron’s profound impact on both
Møller’s poetry and criticism, others have underscored his significance to Møller’s personal life.
Peter Rohde, for example, writes of Møller, “His reputation was not of the highest: he had taken
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Byron as his life’s model and tried to the best of his ability to live up to the latter’s amoralism”
(113). Hohlenberg is quite blunt: “For Möller, a free erotic life without obligations, such as Byron
exemplified, was the ideal” (161). In fact, Møller’s libertinism may have led to what would have
been the first of two collisions between Kierkegaard and Møller. Their acquaintance is dated back
to their student days, and it is reported that Møller was the only one in their circle who could
effectively return Kierkegaard’s polemical jabs (Lowrie, Kierkegaard 1: 96). During this period
Møller13 and Jørgen Jørgensen are said to have led Kierkegaard to a “sexual fall” (Lowrie, Short
Life 100). Walter Lowrie attributes this theory of the fall to Peter Andreas Heiberg, an editor of
Kierkegaard’s Papers (Papirer), who in 1912 published a monograph entitled An Episode in Søren
Kierkegaard’s Youth: “His theory is that, some time during the month of May 1836, after a night
of bacchanalian debauch, young Kierkegaard, in a state of complete inebriation, not knowing what
he did, was taken by his companions to a brothel and there lay with a harlot” (Kierkegaard 1: 132).
P. A. Heiberg’s narrative has come under some scrutiny in recent decades. For instance,
after the novelist and Kierkegaard enthusiast John Updike wrote in the 29 May 1997 issue of The
New York Review of Books of this “single drunken encounter with a prostitute” (27), Kierkegaard
scholars M. G. Piety and P. A. Bauer responded with an open letter to the editors in the 25
September 1997 issue. Under the title “Not a Seducer,” they denounced Updike’s anecdote as
apocryphal. Referring to Fenger’s Kierkegaard, The Myths and Their Origins (Kierkegaard-Myter
og Kierkegaard-Kilder; 1976), Piety and Bauer claimed that Heiberg had arrived at his theory of
a fall only after reading a series of drafts for the fictional Stages on Life’s Way (Stadier paa Livets
Vei; 1845; Skrifter 6: 6–454) as autobiography, and then by misconstruing the dearth of journal
entries from that period. In his terse reply to Piety and Bauer in the Review of Books, Updike stated,

13. In A Short Life of Kierkegaard, P. L. Møller is erroneously referred to as “P. S. Møller.”
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“As an episode in his [Kierkegaard’s] rowdy, hard-drinking student life at the time, it seems not
unlikely. Whether or not it took place seems hardly a matter for indignation; Kierkegaard in any
case was no seducer in the usual sense.”
Even if the sexual fall was “not unlikely,” Møller’s involvement in it is questionable, as it
is unclear whether he and Kierkegaard had met by 1836. There are no references to Kierkegaard
in the Møller archive, and Møller does not appear in the Kierkegaardian corpus prior to 1846.
Moreover, Meïr Goldschmidt, their mutual acquaintance, writes in his memoirs as if Møller and
Kierkegaard hardly knew each other. Nonetheless, there is convincing evidence that both writers
followed each other’s careers, even behind their veils of pseudonymity (Garff 388–89). According
to Garff, Møller wrote three articles dated 4 May 1836 under the pseudonym X in a publication he
dubbed Humoristiske Intelligensblade (65–67). Implicitly alluding to Kierkegaard, X writes,
“After having read an author who interests us, we generally tend to form a picture of his personality
in accordance with the manner in which his physiognomy emerges from what he has written.” He
subtly threatens to elaborate this picture, “especially if the author, through his continued literary
activity, provides us more features of his unique physiognomy” (qtd. in Garff 66). What exactly
was Kierkegaard’s “unique physiognomy”? Rikard Magnussen published two books in 1942,
Søren Kierkegaard Seen from Outside (Søren Kierkegaard set udefra) and The Special Cross (Det
særlige kors), which supposedly proved “beyond all reasonable doubt” that Kierkegaard was born
a hunchback (Dru vi–vii). On the other hand, Lowrie, Kierkegaard’s first biographer in English,
reports that Kierkegaard had a permanently “crooked back” after falling from a tree as a child
(Kierkegaard 1: 94); Garff, Kierkegaard’s most recent biographer, claims that Kierkegaard’s
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niece, Henriette Lund, as well as others, have corroborated the tree-climbing accident (429).14
Kierkegaard is described as
“high-shouldered” (Regine) or with “his shoulders hunched forward a bit”
(Goldschmidt) or “with a crookedness that seemed just on the verge of hunchback”
([Frederik Christian] Sibbern) or “somewhat deformed or at any rate roundshouldered” ([Henrik] Hertz) or “round-shouldered” (Otto Zinck), or simply
“hunchbacked” (Carl Brosbøll and [Frederick] Troels-Lund). (Garff 428–29)
Whether his malformation was congenital or accidental, Kierkegaard was acutely sensitive in
regard to his back. If he writes of it at all, he does so cryptically, possibly referring to it in his
allusions to a “thorn in the flesh.” Thus, X, in his threat to reveal Kierkegaard’s physiognomy,15
has hit a ruefully raw nerve.
X’s subsequent piece, “Flyveposten’s Collegium Politicum: A Touching Comedy in Six
Scenes” (“Flyvepostens Collegium Politicum. Et rørende Lystspil i 6 Scener”), would cut deeper

14.Yet A. Dru has an answer to such claims. He writes,
Again, the fact that Kierkegaard was a cripple from birth was further concealed by the emphasis
which he and others placed upon an accident which occurred when he was fifteen or sixteen years
of age. A fall from a tree, which for a normal boy would very likely have involved no serious
consequences, is mentioned by both his niece, Henriette Lund (see the Journals, App. II), and his
nephew Troels-Lund, as the cause of his weakness, his constant ill-health, and, finally, of the
sickness from which he died, which is described rather vaguely as a disease of the spinal column.
(vii)
15. Although the word physiognomy usually refers to “the facial features held to show qualities of mind or character
by their configuration or expression” (“Physiognomy,” def. 2), it can also mean simply “external aspect”
(“Physiognomy,” def. 3).
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still (Garff 66). In this closet drama, the stand-in for Kierkegaard submits an article to J. L. Heiberg,
who reads it with great interest and then asks how this veritable “cloudburst of ideas” could come
from but a single individual. The Kierkegaard character then replies, “Indeed, I suffer from them
a great deal as long as they remain inside me. If I did not expel them every now and then with a
sweat bath—this is how I metaphorically describe my activity as a writer—they would
undoubtedly attack the nobler inner parts” (qtd. in Garff 67). With a few strokes of the pen, X
reduced Kierkegaard’s literary efforts in the spring of 1836 to “a sublimation of inner—implicitly
sexual—energy which ought to have found a more direct, biological discharge” (Garff 67). One
finds cause to second Garff’s hypothesis that X is Møller’s pseudonym after perusal of Møller’s
signed work. In describing Kierkegaard’s literary activity in his 1845 essay, “A Visit to Sorø” (“Et
Besøg i Sorø”), Møller echoes the sweat bath analogy that the pseudonym X put in the mouth of
his Kierkegaardian clown: “Writing and producing seem to have become a physical need for him,
or he uses it as medicine, just as in certain illnesses one uses bloodletting, cupping, steam baths,
emetics, and the like” (100).
If indeed it was Møller who commented on Kierkegaard’s sexual proclivities (or lack
thereof) in May 1836, then this suggests that he knew Kierkegaard personally at the time.
Moreover, given P. A. Heiberg’s plausible theory of a sexual fall in that same month, it is
conceivable that this incident and X’s play could be somehow related. If Kierkegaard’s fall took
place after the play was published, perhaps it compelled him to prove his virility by bedding a
prostitute. Kierkegaard was drinking heavily during this period, and, under the influence of
alcohol, he might have more easily succumbed to the influence of the seductive Møller. A terse
journal entry, presumed to be from June 1836, reads, “Strange uneasiness, every time after having
drunk too much, I awoke in the morning; it finally came true” ‘underlig Ængstelighed, hver Gang
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jeg efter at have drukket for meget, vaagnede om Morgenen, gik endelig i Opfyldelse’ (Skrifter 27:
208; emphasis added). Of this text Garff writes, “One notices the odd formulation about an anxiety
being fulfilled and one asks oneself whether it perhaps describes a joy mixed with fear in
connection with having finally lost his virtue” (104).
By contrast, if the fall came before the publication of X’s (i.e., Møller’s) play, then the fall
might in fact have provided material for the character based on Kierkegaard. This interpretation
draws on two journal fragments, the first of which Kierkegaard dated 8 November of the year in
question. It reads, “My God, my God” ‘Min Gud, min Gud’ (Skrifter 18: 75); the second recalls,
“That bestial giggling” ‘Den dyriske Fnisen’ (Skrifter 18: 75). H. P. Barfod, the first editor of
Kierkegaard’s Papers, lost the original manuscripts after publishing them in the excised forms
above. However, if it had been Barfod’s intention to protect Kierkegaard’s posthumous image by
redacting any questionable material, his best-laid plans have gone awry. These gaping lacunae
have proven all-too-inviting for the speculative scholars of subsequent generations: “The bestial
sniggering has been assigned to a bordello, where Kierkegaard, dead drunk, was unable—as they
say in polite language—to præstere præstanda [Danish/Latin: ‘to do the deed’] and was therefore
compelled to tuck his tail ashamedly between his legs and leave” (Garff 104–05). If Kierkegaard’s
visit to the bordello was in fact under Møller’s direction, Møller might have learned that
Kierkegaard did not “do the deed”16 and was subsequently inspired to create a sexually sublimating
Kierkegaard caricature in his pseudonymous play “Flyveposten’s Collegium Politicum.”
It took several years, but Kierkegaard would pay Møller back in kind with his “The
Seducer’s Diary” of Either/Or. Haecker, Howard and Edna Hong, Roger Poole, and K. Brian

16. In fact, Møller does just that in Stangerup’s novel The Seducer, although there Kierkegaard’s failings seem to be
attributed more to his sexual hang-ups than to inebriation (42).
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Söderquist all cite Frithiof Brandt’s theory that Møller was the unwitting model for the titular
character of the “Diary,” Johannes the Seducer (9; “Introduction” xi; “Erotic Space” 143; “Møller”
249). In fact, Brandt even considers the possibility that Kierkegaard based the diary on an
unpublished manuscript written by Møller. A cycle of erotic poems Møller composed in the 1830s
circulated around the University of Copenhagen and may have come into Kierkegaard’s hands via
a mutual acquaintance. Brandt bases his claim that Møller was the model for Johannes on the frame
narrative of Either/Or, in which A happens upon the Seducer’s text and furtively transcribes it
(Söderquist, “Møller” 249). Moreover, Kierkegaard would insist that he had a deep understanding
of Møller in an 1845 article entitled “An Itinerant Aesthete’s Activities, and How He Still
Happened to Pay for the Banquet” (“En omreisende Æsthetikers Virksomhed, og hvorledes han
dog kom til at betale Gjæstebudet”; Skrifter 14: 79–84): “[S]o little have I given up a psychological
acquaintance with actual people. One such actual person is Mr. P. L. Møller” ‘[S]aa lidet har jeg
opgivet et psychologisk Kjendskab til de virkelige Mennesker. Et saadant virkeligt Menneske er
Hr. P. L. Møller’ (Skrifter 14: 83–84).
Indeed, at the time that he made this declaration, Kierkegaard had just published his Stages
on Life’s Way, in which Johannes makes a second appearance at a demonic banquet, a modern
corruption of Plato’s Symposium (c. 360 BC). Georg “Brandes remarks that one can almost see
blue flames issuing from the mouths of the speakers” (Lowrie, Kierkegaard 1: 118). Kierkegaard
had secretly written Either/Or, and its “The Seducer’s Diary” in particular, for his former fiancée.
Kierkegaard’s intent was to convince Regine that he was a rake so that she might be able to move
on from their broken engagement. He expected that this tactic would lead others to deem him
reprehensible, but he was resigned to that risk. However, much to his surprise and disgust, the
public lauded “The Seducer’s Diary” (Lowrie, Kierkegaard 1: 239). From a certain perspective,
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Kierkegaard could be held responsible for this unexpected praise. He tends to idealize Johannes
insofar as he “hides the vulgarity of his loves . . . and their multiplicity.” The reader could still
hope he might reform, “[b]ut in the Stages the Seducer is plainly a lost soul” (Lowrie, Kierkegaard
1: 118). Although Møller typically offered destructive criticism of Kierkegaard’s work, he ardently
praised the Seducer and his hedonistic philosophy (Lowrie, Kierkegaard 1: 118–19). For example,
in “A Visit to Sorø,” which is largely critical of Kierkegaard, Møller writes, “His greatest service
to scholarship, a new and invaluable dividend, I consider to be the lines he has drawn in ‘The
Seducer’s Diary’ for a philosophy of womanliness, a subject that, rich and fascinating though it is,
has scarcely been treated before” (100). Surveying his authorship in the posthumously published
The Point of View for My Work as an Author, Kierkegaard stung Møller for his enthusiasm for
“The Seducer’s Diary”:
Mr. P. L. Møller quite rightly considered “The Seducer’s Diary” to be the crux of
the whole authorship. It reminds me so vividly of the motto to Stages on Life’s Way,
just the work that he, with “The Seducer’s Diary” as his point of view, fell upon or
fell over—whose motto I therefore also some time ago called attention to in a little
rebuff to him, but which perhaps properly is repeated here, that it is suitably
epigrammatic to keep the memory of P. L. Møller’s aesthetic and critical profit
from my authorship: Solche Werke sind Spiegel: wenn ein Affe hineinguckt, kann
kein Apostel heraussehen. [Such works are mirrors: when an ape looks in, no
apostle can look out.]
Hr. P. L. Møller ganske rigtigt ansaae »Forførerens Dagbog« for det Centrale i hele
Forfatterskabet. Det erindrer mig saa levende om Motto’et til »Stadier paa Livets
Vei« – netop det Værk, han, med »Forførerens Dagbog« som Synspunkt, overfaldt,
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eller faldt over – hvilket Motto jeg derfor ogsaa i sin Tid bragte i Erindring i en lille
Afvisning til ham, men som maaskee passende her atter gjentages, da det egner sig
til epigrammatisk at opbevare Mindet om Hr. P. L. Møllers æsthetiske og critiske
Fortjeneste af mit Forfatterskab: solche Werke sind Spiegel; wenn ein Affe
hineinguckt, kann kein Apostel heraussehen. (Skrifter 16: 71)
The apostle looks into “The Seducer’s Diary” and sees a sinner to reproach; the ape looks in and
sees a hero to applaud. As implied by the title Either/Or, the reader is given the choice between
either the aesthetic or the ethical stage of existence. (The third stage, the religious, does not emerge
until the last section of the second part.) Kierkegaard may ultimately prefer the religious to the
ethical, and the ethical to the aesthetic, but his intent in writing Either/Or was to impartially depict
the existential stages in order that his reader might consciously choose between them (Shilstone
241). Møller’s choice of the Seducer—the most extreme iteration of the aesthetic sphere—
reinforces Kierkegaard’s opinion of him as a brute, a creature incapable of assuming the duties of
the ethical, such as marriage.
Although he wrote a stirring paean to the institution in the second part of Either/Or,
Kierkegaard himself would not undertake the duty of marriage either. Whether he actually could
not or merely would not marry remains open for debate. Carl Saggau, a Danish physician, claims
that, in 1838, Kierkegaard learned from his father that he might have inherited syphilis from him
(Fenger, Myths 75–80). Some argue that on his alleged bordello visit Kierkegaard became infected
with syphilis or some other sexually transmitted disease. Others have even speculated that
Kierkegaard’s penis was abnormally curved (Garff 105), or that he was impotent, a popular theory
that Magnussen rejects (Haecker 40). Kierkegaard himself writes that, despite his ardent desire to
marry, he did not dare because of his melancholy (Haecker 39). Haecker considers Kierkegaard’s
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purported hump to have been a secondary reason for his not marrying, the primary reason having
been the providential task of his authorship (45). Garff, however, diagnoses this “task” as a case
of graphomania, engendered by temporal lobe epilepsy (458).
Whatever his reason for not marrying, Kierkegaard’s broken engagement to Regine Olsen
constituted an essential part of his existence, and this is precisely where Møller touched him in the
signed review (the aforementioned “A Visit to Sorø”) of his Stages on Life’s Way. Published in
his “aesthetic yearbook” Gæa, Møller’s essay is a fictitious dialogue conducted between him and
the eminences of Danish letters residing at Sorø Academy. Offering his opinion on Stages, Møller
first turns to the third section, which is entitled “‘Guilty?’ / ‘Not Guilty?’” (“»Skyldig?« – »IkkeSkyldig?«”; Skrifter 6: 173–368). It is the story of a broken engagement, recounted from the
perspective of quidam (“someone”), a young man who is trapped in bafflingly circuitous
reflections and unable to leap to the religious stage. Møller laments, “Here, as I feared, he had
gone astray. Here are repetitions, self-disburdening, flashes of brilliant genius, and the preliminary
stage of madness” (100). In his 27 December 1845 reply in Fædrelandet, “An Itinerant Aesthete’s
Activities, and How He Still Happened to Pay for the Banquet,” Kierkegaard faults Møller for his
conflation of the poet and poem: “[H]e assails the experiment, he charges it with all but madness,
but see, so it was of course exactly what the experiment aimed for” ‘[A]ngriber han Experimentet,
han sigter det for næsten Afsindighed, men see, det var jo netop det, Experimentet ogsaa sigtede
efter’ (Skrifter 14: 79). Yet, in his acrobatic dialectics, quidam could only be Kierkegaard’s
creation, and this “someone” moreover shares the scandal of a broken engagement with his creator.
Møller adverts to this affinity in his “Visit”: “And, of course, the feminine nature placed
on the experimental rack turns into dialectic in the book and vanishes, but in actual life she
inevitably must go mad or into Peblinge Lake” (101). Kierkegaard reports that Terkild Olsen,
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Regine’s father, had admonished him after he broke the engagement, “It will be the death of her;
she is in total despair” (qtd. in Garff 188). Although Regine was eventually able to recollect herself
and marry another, first all of Copenhagen witnessed the anguish her fiancé had caused her when
her hair quickly turned gray (Garff 191). Apostrophizing Kierkegaard in front of the learned men
of Sorø, Møller declares,
If you regard life as a dissecting laboratory and yourself as a cadaver, then go ahead,
lacerate yourself as much as you want to; as long as you do not harm anyone else,
the police will not disturb your activity. But to spin another creature into your spider
web, dissect it alive or torture the soul out of it drop by drop by means of
experimentation—that is not allowed, except with insects, and is there not
something horrible and revolting to the healthy human mind even in this idea? (102)
Here Møller exposes Kierkegaard on a number of levels, alluding to the broken engagement, the
(Sadean) sublimation of his sex drive in writing, and even, I argue, his back. In regard to his back,
“Kierkegaard himself betrays this by his constant references to the deformed Richard III as a
wrestling-ground of passion, rebellion, revengefulness and hatred” (Haecker 33). Møller would
have had the opportunity to observe these references (Skrifter 4: 194, 6: 239, 6: 327–28) in two of
Kierkegaard’s works that had been published by this time, Fear and Trembling (Frygt og Bæven;
1843; Skrifter 4: 99–210) and Stages, the work under review in his “A Visit to Sorø.” A translator
of English literature, Møller would have been familiar with Shakespeare’s Richard III, in which
the hunchbacked Gloucester is referred to as “that bottled spider” by Queens Margaret and
Elizabeth, respectively (R3 1.3.241, 4.4.81). Whether or not Kierkegaard was actually a hunchback
himself is of little or no importance. The contemporary consensus is that he—to one extent or
another—resembled one. Thus, in describing Kierkegaard’s dialectic as a spider web, Møller has
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hit upon a double-edged metaphor. Not only does it serve as a striking image for Kierkegaard’s
cruel treatment of Regine, but it also—via the Shakespearean tradition—alludes to the disabled
body of the one spinning the web. With Richard III’s arachnoid epithets for hunchback, Møller
pins Kierkegaard’s abnormal body in place for the curious eyes of his readers.
When Kierkegaard reacted in Fædrelandet, he did so swiftly and, by some accounts,
devastatingly, for he revealed Møller as one of the anonymous editors at The Corsair (Corsaren),
Copenhagen’s disreputable and politically suspect satirical newspaper: “ubi spiritus, ibi ecclesia
[where the spirit, there is the Church]: ubi P. L. Møller, ibi »Corsaren«” (Skrifter 14: 84). Poole
maintains that this salvo effectively derailed Møller’s ambitions for a career in academia (“Erotic
Space” 144). After Kierkegaard’s Fædrelandet article, Møller “left little apart from a batch of
articles written during his fifteen years of exile, especially in Paris where he eked out an existence
as an impecunious Don Juan” (Stangerup 8). Having won his gold medal in 1841, Møller had
dreamed of an appointment as professor of aesthetics at the University of Copenhagen (Hong and
Hong, “Introduction” xxvi–xxvii). Rubow claims that Goldschmidt misled Møller into thinking
that he had “lost his chance” thanks to Kierkegaard’s revelation: “He had none, and in 1850 he
would scarcely be disqualified because of The Corsair” (qtd. in Hong and Hong, “Introduction”
xxviii). When one accounts for Møller’s reputation as “the seducer incarnate, a man whom no
Copenhagen professor dared invite home if his daughters’ virtue and reputations were to remain
untarnished” (Stangerup 7), Rubow’s position would appear more convincing. Be that as it may,
there is by no means a consensus on Møller qua author. Fenger calls him “the most exciting critical
power of the age” (Myths 19), and Hertel insists on his place in the Danish canon (356). Garff and
Stangerup, however, question the quality and quantity of his work, respectively (389–90; 7), and
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Söderquist even states unequivocally that Møller’s “independent contributions to Danish
intellectual life as a poet and Romantic author are negligible” (“Møller” 247).
If Møller’s prospects of becoming professor of aesthetics were accordingly “negligible,”
and if, as Hertel asserts, he left Denmark not because Kierkegaard had identified him as one of
The Corsair’s editors, but because of a government grant (359), then, as we shall see, it was
Kierkegaard who bore the brunt of the Corsair affair. Moreover, the Hongs essentially clear
Kierkegaard of any wrongdoing in the feud by attesting that Møller’s part in The Corsair was not
news to most academics and literati: “Møller’s participation in The Corsair was . . . known and
did not need merely to be suspected by those who had already read Møller’s own bibliographical
piece in Erslew’s lexicon of authors” (“Introduction” xxviii). Although “to trumpet this fact so
bluntly in Fædrelandet was in the view of many a major breach of etiquette” (Garff 394),
Kierkegaard’s voicing of this open secret could hardly have been the reason that Carsten Hauch
was appointed to professor of aesthetics over Møller in 1851 (Hong and Hong, “Introduction”
xxviii–xxix).
Indeed, it was not “ubi P. L. Møller, ibi »Corsaren«” that proved the most fateful catalyst
in the affair, but rather the lines just preceding it. Under the pseudonym Frater Taciturnus (a wellknown disguise that offered him little to no anonymity), Kierkegaard writes,
If only now I might soon get into The Corsair. It is really hard for a poor author to
be pointed out like this in Danish literature, that he (presuming that we pseudonyms
are one) is the only one who is not grossly abused there. My superior, Hilarius
Bookbinder, has been flattered in The Corsair, if I do not remember incorrectly;
Victor Eremita has even had to experience the humiliation of being immortalized—
in The Corsair!
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Gid jeg nu blot snart maatte komme i »Corsaren«. Det er virkelig haardt for en
stakkels Forfatter at staae saaledes udpeget i dansk Literatur, at han (antaget, at vi
Pseudonymer ere Een) er den eneste, som ikke udskjeldes der. Min Foresatte,
Hilarius Bogbinder, er bleven smigret i »Corsaren«, dersom jeg ikke husker feil;
Victor Eremita har endog maattet opleve den Tort, at blive udødeliggjort – i
»Corsaren«! (Skrifter 14: 84)
In retrospect, Kierkegaard would justify this seemingly rash provocation in a number of ways. One
of his objectives, he said, was to drive a wedge between Goldschmidt, who was also an editor at
The Corsair, and Møller (Hong and Hong, “Introduction” xv). Kierkegaard had previously urged
the young Goldschmidt to devote himself instead to “comic composition” (qtd. in Garff 381).
Aside from its ending, Kierkegaard was impressed with Goldschmidt’s novel A Jew (En Jøde),
which Goldschmidt had published pseudonymously as Adolf Meyer on 6 November 1845. When
they once met on the street during this period, Kierkegaard asked Goldschmidt if he understood
the purpose of the positive reviews the novel had received (Garff 385). After Goldschmidt naively
answered that the reason had been to give his book praise, Kierkegaard corrected him: “[T]he point
is that there are people who want to see you as the author of A Jew, but not as the editor of The
Corsair; The Corsair is P. L. Møller” (qtd. in Garff 385). In addition to rescuing Goldschmidt’s
talent, Kierkegaard, or so he claimed after the fact, sought to sink The Corsair in its collision with
him because the paper, in his opinion, destructively misconceived the satirical, the ironic, and the
comical (Hong and Hong, “Introduction” xvii). Lastly, as he wrote in the springtime of 1846, “My
existence as an author is convenienced by the fact that I am grossly abused” ‘Min ForfatterExistents convenerer det at blive udskjeldt’ (Skrifter 20: 19). Kierkegaard wished that his
pseudonyms would stand independently of him (Hong and Hong, “Introduction” xix): “[I]t can
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convenience the idea that any possible lie and distortion and nonsense and slander come out to
disturb the reader and by that means help him to self-activity and hinder the direct relationship”
‘[D]et kan convenere Ideen, at al mulig Løgn og Fordreielse og Galimathias og Bagvaskelse
kommer ud for at forstyrre Læseren og derved hjælpe ham til Selvvirksomheden og forhindre det
ligefremme Forhold’ (Skrifter 20: 20). In other words, if Kierkegaard were reduced to a wretched
nonentity, the reader would not bother with the author’s personality and devote all of her attention
to the pseudonymous books themselves and their role in her psycho-spiritual development.
If this indeed were the intention of his inflammatory article in Fædrelandet, Kierkegaard
received in return a scale of opprobrium that vastly exceeded his expectations. Although it is
unclear to what extent the decision to persecute Kierkegaard in The Corsair was Møller’s, and to
what extent it was Goldschmidt’s (Söderquist, “Møller” 252), the editors soon abandoned all sense
of decorum. Appropriately enough, they began their campaign by addressing Kierkegaard’s
articles, but then their focus shifted abruptly to Kierkegaard’s clothes and body. The paper
identified Kierkegaard with Crazy Nathanson, a local eccentric, and he was thereafter subjected to
the mocking and inquisitiveness of his fellow Copenhageners on his once beloved walks through
the city (Hong and Hong, “Introduction” xxix–xxx). The Corsair then carried the battle over into
the domain of visual culture; the caricaturist Peter Klæstrup depicted Kierkegaard with uneven
trouser legs and his famously crooked back. While Kierkegaard was a master of the written word,
there was little he could do to counter these offensive images. The once sociable man-about-town
became a shut-in (Rossel 247), but not before casting Goldschmidt a withering glance in the street
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that convinced the promising novelist to sell The Corsair. 17 In the meantime, however,
Kierkegaard continued to be satirized in The Corsair from March to July 1846 (Kondrup 132).

17 . Goldschmidt may be mythologizing this incident to a certain extent. By his account, the encounter with
Kierkegaard took place immediately after the Postscript was published, i.e., 27 February 1846. Goldschmidt did not
sell The Corsair until October of that year (Kondrup 132).
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Fig. 1. Peter Klæstrup, Caricature of Kierkegaard from Corsaren no. 277, p. 4.
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Fig. 2. Peter Klæstrup, Caricature of Kierkegaard from Corsaren no. 279, p. 1.
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Fig. 3. Peter Klæstrup, Caricature of Kierkegaard from Corsaren no. 279, p. 2.
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If Byron, as Ryan claims, is behind the poet figure in the first of the Diapsalmata in
Either/Or (5), he is in the vanguard of the aesthetic production. Relating to his pseudonym A as
Byron did with his Childe Harold, Kierkegaard titillates his audience with this fragmentary mirror
image of a tortured aesthete in the debut novel’s first part. Yet while Byron is the regnant genius
in this and the other aesthetic works, he can only be faintly detected in the Christian authorship,
namely in the tableaux of defiant despair in The Sickness unto Death (Pattison 64; Ryan 5–6). As
I argue in “P. L. Møller: Kierkegaard’s Byronic Adversary,” the Corsair affair radically revised
Kierkegaard’s relationship to Byron. Whereas he once formed a triad of strong poets with
Shakespeare and Percy Shelley in The Concept of Anxiety (Skrifter 4: 432), Byron, as an emblem
of the aesthetic type writ large, functions as an exemplum of sin in Kierkegaard’s mature period.
But in “P. L. Møller,” I argue further that Kierkegaard’s later aversion to Byron went much
deeper than it might have for, say, Shelley—or any other instantiation of the aesthete. My thesis is
that Kierkegaard turned against Byron in particular because of the metonymy between the British
poet and Møller, the man who drew him into “laughter’s martyrdom” ‘Latterens Martyrium’
(Skrifter 21: 279) in the Corsair affair. Byron was central to Møller’s work as a poet (Garff 386;
Hertel 365), translator (Hertel 365), and critic (Rossel 251; Stangerup 8; Hertel 366). Yet in this
sense Møller was hardly any different from Aarestrup, Andersen, Winther, or even the young
Kierkegaard himself. Indeed, Møller’s association with the literary cult of Byronism is not
remarkable enough eo ipso to substantiate the claim that Byron was his metonym in the
Kierkegaardian imaginary. However, in Møller’s personal life one finds that Byron was the
inspiration for his indefatigable Don Juanism (Peter Rohde 113; Hohlenberg 161), and in this
respect Møller was uniquely Byronic: “Møller actually engaged in what so many others merely
practiced platonically on paper, and he was thus the target of much condemnation and of a great
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deal more envy. And if he could not brag, like Don Giovanni, about the 1,003 women in Spain, he
had at any rate scored several score in Copenhagen” (Garff 388). If Møller vastly excelled his
peers—in actuality—as an eroticist, then that would support the metonymy between him and
Byron. But since this question hinges on the metonymy as perceived by Kierkegaard, the most
compelling evidence is to be found in Kierkegaard’s pages, where life blends into literature, and
literature into life (Fenger, Myths 31).
Haecker, the Hongs, Poole, and Söderquist all endorse Brandt’s thesis that Either/Or’s
“The Seducer’s Diary” and Stages’ “In Vino Veritas” are romans à clef in which the villainous
Johannes the Seducer represents Møller (9; “Introduction” xi; 143; “Møller” 249). Haecker,
however, complicates this theory by suggesting that Kierkegaard, in the creation of the Seducer,
also drew on “his own potentiality, which existed in him as in every poet who has created a living
character” (9). Indeed, Kierkegaard had intended Regine to identify him unequivocally with the
Seducer (Lowrie, Kierkegaard 1: 239). Yet the composition of this character appears still more
complex in light of the research of Eric Ziolkowski and Ryan. Although Kierkegaard’s pseudonym
A—or Kierkegaard himself—seems to imply that he has bested Byron in writing a Don Giovanni
of the printed word with “The Seducer’s Diary,”18 the novella is nonetheless heavily indebted to
Byron. Ziolkowski, citing an 1869 essay that Brandes wrote on Andersen, locates Kierkegaard’s

18. Whether A is actually the author or merely a copyist of “The Seducer’s Diary” is a scholarly riddle. One finds
evidence to support the former position in A’s “The Immediate Erotic Stages” essay, in which he insists that the
ideality of Don Giovanni can only be preserved on the page if the text depicts the psychological machinations of a
cerebral Don Juan (Skrifter 2: 110–11). This description of “the reflective seducer” anticipates “The Seducer’s Diary”
(Hong and Hong, Either/Or 1: 660).
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source for the Seducer in the cast of Byronic heroes (33), and Ryan avers that Johannes even
alludes to Byron’s poetry, namely “The First Kiss of Love” (7), just as Judge William does.19
The metonymy between Møller and Byron is therefore undergirded by the middle term of
Johannes the Seducer, since they both served as sources for this character. Thus, Kierkegaard’s
altercation with Møller came to color his opinion of Byron. But would Kierkegaard go so far as to
conflate two actual persons simply because they inspired the same fictional character? Were we
discussing an unremarkable individual, this theory might appear somewhat dubious. For the hyperimaginative Kierkegaard, however, the borders of life and literature had an unusual porousness
(Fenger, Myths 31), and even the philosopher’s most ostensibly autobiographical writings at times
disintegrate into fictions (Garff 556–61). Within the gauzy realm of his imaginative constructions,
Kierkegaard exercised absolute authority, but the world itself, in its concrete existence, would
sometimes prove resistant to his ideal designs. Poole characterizes the sudden turn taken by
Kierkegaard against Møller in the prelude to the Corsair affair as a dreadful collision between life
and art:
Møller was also for Kierkegaard a kind of positive model: Møller was everything
Kierkegaard himself longed to be.
Møller was obviously a beloved and admired alter ego for Kierkegaard.
Møller’s attack on his own erotic preoccupations in Gæa touched Kierkegaard on
the raw, as if the very special erotic space that they had set up together had suddenly
been attacked from within by the beloved partner. (“Erotic Space” 153)

19. Consonances such as these between the two parts of Either/Or suggest that both Johannes and A, as well as Judge
William, are the imaginative constructions of the editorial pseudonym, Victor Eremita.
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For Poole, this “space” is the character of Johannes the Seducer, wherein Byron and Møller were
metonymically concatenated. Given Kierkegaard’s obsession with Don Giovanni (Garff 121–22),
it is possible that he would have furtively carried a torch for Møller, this Danish Don Juan (or,
rather, Don Johannes). But once Kierkegaard found himself betrayed in the pages of Gæa by the
object of his infatuation, he scorched the earth of the fecund literary fields where Møller had sown
the seeds, and he had twice reaped the harvest; Johannes the Seducer would never appear in the
works published subsequent to Stages.
Kierkegaard does not mention Byron in his journals for several years after this period.
Rather than betokening forgetfulness, Kierkegaard’s silences could be more damning than his
words (Poole, “Erotic Space” 143).20 This particular conspicuous silence was probably prolonged
by the Corsair affair, since in it Byron fell from grace along with his metonym, Møller. When
Kierkegaard finally breaks the silence in 1850, he does so to subject Byron to the same treatment
he had received from the yellow press, i.e., Danish humor. Danish humor is “[t]he play at the
expense of a slight physical malformation . . . aimed at showing, or insinuating, that the ‘sickness’
or ‘madness’ of the individual concerned is directly a result of this slight physical peculiarity”
(Poole, “Erotic Space” 149).
Byron, in fact, had already treated himself in much the same manner: “For Byron, his
deformed foot became the crucial catastrophe of his life. He saw it as the mark of satanic
connection, referring to himself as le diable boiteux, the lame devil” (Eisler 13). After his poem

20. Kierkegaard was certainly cognizant of the power of silence. His pseudonym Vigilius Haufniensis writes in The
Concept of Anxiety, “[A]ll despair itself and all the terror of evil in a word is yet not so terrible as silence is” ‘[S]elv
al Fortvivlelse og al det Ondes Rædsel i eet Ord er dog ikke saa rædsomt som Tausheden er det’ (Skrifter 4: 432).
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The Corsair21 drew him personal attacks from his Tory foes in the periodical press, Byron wrote
to his publisher John Murray, lamenting that the Morning Post “has found out that I am a sort of
R [Richard] 3d deformed in mind & body—the last piece of information is not very new to a man
who passed five years at a public school” (qtd. in Eisler 417). Kierkegaard, too, tacitly relates to
Shakespeare’s Gloucester as an archetypal demonic “cripple” (Haecker 33), and, in the journal
entry from 1850, he writes about Byron with the same autobiographical subtext.
The dominant tone, however, is one of moral superiority and caustic Danish humor. The
Corsair affair incited Kierkegaard to downgrade Byron from strong poet to “Disabled Debauchee,”
for Møller, an able-bodied Byron of sorts, set the affair in motion with his review of Stages in Gæa
and perhaps even gave the debacle considerable momentum from his position as editor at The
Corsair. Although Møller was well outside the orbit of Copenhagen by 1850, Kierkegaard
continued to smart from The Corsair’s past ridicule of his physical disability. Byron’s malformed
right foot presented Kierkegaard with a means of vicariously avenging himself on the well-built
Møller. The Danish Don Juan was not susceptible to Danish humor, but the British Don Juan had
a weakness that could be exploited, and Kierkegaard attacked this weakness with gusto in 1850.
In other words, Kierkegaard transferred Byron’s disability to Møller via the metonymy between
them.22 The reprobate Byron is condemned in this unflattering sketch, but here Kierkegaard also

21. “There seems to be no connection between Byron’s poem and Goldschmidt’s satirical weekly paper of the same
name. Goldschmidt’s Corsair (Corsaren) heralds from Paris” (Ryan 2).
22. There is a documented precedent for this line of attack in the Kierkegaardian corpus, and not only does it relate to
the Corsair affair, but it pertains to Møller’s editorial counterpart, Goldschmidt. In an 1846 journal entry entitled “The
Squint-Eyed Hunchback,” Kierkegaard begins with what appears to be “a demonic self-portrait” (Garff 409):
The Squint-Eyed Hunchback
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Many years ago in the town of F. lived a man, who was known by all, and who yet only
very few had seen, since he almost never went out . . . . He was short of stature, squint-eyed and
hunchbacked, and considered the squint-eyed hunchbacks to be in truth the only unfortunates, and
himself the most unfortunate. Consequently, he said had I been merely squint-eyed, then I could go
out in the evening, when no one can see it, but then I am a hunchback, as well. He hated all people,
and had only sympathy with them who were either hunchbacked or squint-eyed or both, and really
only if they did not bear their abuses with patience, and love God and men, for this he considered
cowardice.
He had been engaged, but broke it off because of the teasing he believed to hear.
Den skeeløiede Pukkelryggede
I Byen F. levede for mange Aar siden en Mand, som var kjendt af Alle, og som dog kun
meget Faae havde seet, thi han gik næsten aldrig ud . . . . Han var lille af Væxt, skeeløiet og
Pukkelrygget, og ansaae de skeeløiede Pukkelryggede for de eneste i Sandhed Ulykkelige, og sig
selv for den Ulykkeligste. Thi sagde han havde jeg blot været skeeløiet: saa kunde jeg gaae ud om
Aftenen, da Ingen kan see det, men nu er jeg tillige Pukkelrygget. Han hadede alle Msk., og havde
kun Sympathie med dem, der enten var Pukkelryggede ell. skeeløiede ell. begge Dele, dog kun i
Tilfælde, at de ikke bare deres Skjebne med Taalmodighed og elskede Gud og Msk., thi dette ansaae
han for Feighed.
Han havde været forlovet, men slog op paa Grund af de Drillerier han troede at høre.
(Papirer 7.1: 221)
Like his bizarre creation, Kierkegaard had been known in Copenhagen for his crooked back and broken engagement,
but The Corsair succeeded in making him notorious for them.
“The Squint-Eyed Hunchback” is not simply a piece of self-satire, however, for it soon turns its invective
against Goldschmidt (Garff 409). Still in reference to the titular character, Kierkegaard writes, “He was a newspaper
publisher and set evil between people” ‘Han var Blad-Udgiver og satte Ondt mell. Folk’ (Papirer 7.1: 221). The text
concludes on an even stranger note: “He once saw an old pantomime, in which Pierrot represents a hunchback, and
he thought that the piece was written to tease him, and that Pierrot impersonated him—so Pierrot was grossly abused
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confesses his own reluctance to be healed by the Christian faith. Yet instead of identifying with
Byron as a sinner, Kierkegaard adopts a sanctimonious posture over against him. Thus had his
position in respect to Byron been misaligned by his violent clash with the Byronic Møller.

in the newspaper throughout a whole year” ‘Han saae engang en gl. Pantomime, hvor Pierrot fremstiller en PukkelRygget, og han troede, at Stykket var skrevet for at drille ham, og at Pierrot copierede ham — saa blev Pierrot udskjeldt
i Bladet et heelt Aar igjennem’ (Papirer 7.1: 223).
Garff’s incisive analysis of “The Squint-Eyed Hunchback” is well worth quoting at length:
With these lines, Kierkegaard returns to the ambiguity present at the beginning of the tale where it
was uncertain whether it was himself or Goldschmidt who was being caricatured. Of the two figures,
the hunchback can only be Goldschmidt, while Pierrot, who is not hunchbacked at all but only plays
a hunchback, must be Kierkegaard whose presumptuousness is punished by abuse in “the paper.”
But if anyone was actually a hunchback, it was not Goldschmidt, it was Kierkegaard! The ill-starred
hump thus changes places and, so to speak, possesses the wrong man; thus Kierkegaard transferred
his own infirmity to Goldschmidt. The point in this lonely document is the phenomenon of
transference itself, and the hump is not some sort of actual, physical growth, but is another name
for the infirmities and failings one attributes to others because one refuses to acknowledge them in
oneself. (410)
Thus, the hump in this tale bears a striking affinity with Byron’s right foot in the 1850 journal entry; it is transferable
to an editor of The Corsair.
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CHAPTER 3: IRONY

The aforementioned six-year silence on the subject of Byron—following the publication
of The Concept of Anxiety in 1844 and unbroken until the journal entry on “a cripple” in 1850—
appears especially ominous if one considers that Kierkegaard once rejected an unequivocal
opportunity to mention Byron in his journals. In an entry of 1845, he writes, “Grímur Thomsen
must after all be a very learned man; one sees it from the many writings he cites in his dissertation,
and yet one sees from the dissertation that he must have read even more writings, for example,
Fear and Trembling, [The Concept of] Anxiety, Either/Or, which he does not cite” ‘Grimur
Thomsen maa dog være en meget lærd Mand; det seer man af de mange Skrifter han citerer i sin
Disputats, og dog seer man af Disputatsen at han maa endnu have læst flere Skrifter fE Frygt og
Bæven, [Begrebet] Angest, Enten – Eller, som han ikke citerer’ (Skrifter 18: 273).
Only from the editorial apparatus of Søren Kierkegaards Skrifter does one learn that the
work in question in this passage is a publication entitled On Lord Byron (Om Lord Byron), and
that it was defended publically on 29 April 1845 and reviewed that same day in Berlingske Tidende
(Cappelørn et al. 18: 273). One might wonder whether it was this review of the Icelandic
litterateur’s dissertation23 that piqued Kierkegaard privately to charge Thomsen with plagiarism.
But since the review contains not even a hint that would explain Kierkegaard’s assertion that
Thomsen plagiarized his pseudonymous writings, it is more likely that Kierkegaard either attended

23. For the review in full, see appendix B.
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Thomsen’s public defense or read the published dissertation itself. The Auctioneer’s Sales Record
of the Library of Søren Kierkegaard includes Thomsen’s On Modern French Poetry (Om den
nyfranske Poesie; 1843; H. P. Rohde 81) and Selected Saga Passages (Udvalgte Sagastykker;
1846; H. P. Rohde 132), but not, however, his On Lord Byron.
In an unnumbered preface to his dissertation,24 Thomsen claims that Byron “stands in such
men’s rank as Goethe, Hegel, Hotho, Chateaubriand, and others, who here and there are cited in
the dissertation itself” ‘staaer i saadanne Mænds Gjeld, som Goethe, Hegel, Hotho, Chateaubriand
o. A., hvoraf de Fleste hist og her ere citerede i Afhandlingen selv’ (qtd. in Cappelørn et al. 18:
273). While it is tempting to construe the abbreviation of the phrase og Andre (“and others”)—o.
A.—as a reference to A, the Kierkegaardian pseudonym responsible for part 1 of Either/Or, that is
clearly not Thomsen’s intent here. He does, however, allude to A’s work elsewhere in the
dissertation. While discussing Byron’s Don Juan, Thomsen takes issue with Kierkegaard’s
pseudonymous criticism of the epic in the essay “The Immediate Erotic Stages or the MusicalErotic.” That essay is mainly a paean to Mozart’s Don Giovanni because music is the supposedly
perfect medium to capture Don Juan’s sensuous immediacy. A faults Byron for using the
inharmonious form of the printed word in his effort to portray the figure of Don Juan (Skrifter 2:
109–10). Referring specifically to “an essay in Either/Or” ‘en Opsats i ˶Enten—Eller˝’ (211),
Thomsen writes,
[F]or one thing I hate that manner, in the judgment of a particular poetic work, of
assuming a certain idea, developing this and premising a universal reason about the
conditions for its satisfactory handling, after that enumerating the different
adaptations, looking for those conditions’ presence or absence, and at long last

24. The preface does not appear in my edition of On Lord Byron.
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expressing its unassailable opinion, its unappealable verdict, about the different
works’ worth, all inasmuch as they fit the critic’s own groundwork or not.
[D]eels hader jeg den Maade, i Bedømmelsen af et bestemt Digterværk, at
forudsætte en vis Idee, udvikle denne og forudskikke et almindeligt Ræsonnement
over Betingelserne for dens tilfredstillende Behandling, derefter opregne de
forskjellige Bearbeidelser, lede om hine Betingelsers Tilstedeværelse eller
Ikketilstedeværelse, og endelig udtale sin uforgribelige Mening, sin inappellable
Dom over de forskjellige Værkers Værd, alt eftersom de passe til Kritikerens egen
Grundtegning eller ikke. (211)
It should now be obvious that Thomsen does not place the author of Either/Or in the pantheon of
Goethe, Hegel, and Chateaubriand. In fact, Thomsen, ignoring that the essay is set within a
novelistic framework, treats Kierkegaard not as an author of elaborate philosophical fictions but
as a carping critic.
According to the editors of Søren Kierkegaards Skrifter, “In the rest Thomsen cites neither
Either/Or . . . , nor Fear and Trembling . . . and The Concept of Anxiety . . . , whereas he shares
with SK a thematic interest for particularly the demonic, the tragic, hypochondria, and suspicion”
‘I øvrigt citerer Thomsen hverken Enten – Eller . . . el. Frygt of Bæven . . . og Begrebet Angest . .
. , mens han med SK deler en tematisk interesse for især dæmoni, tragik, hypokondri og anelse’
(Cappelørn et al. 18: 273). Herein lie the grounds for Kierkegaard’s accusation of Thomsen. Such
an attitude is consistent with the terrible dread of plagiarism that runs like a red thread through the
text of Kierkegaard’s biography.
On 12 February 1843, an anonymous article redolent of Kierkegaard, entitled “Literary
Quicksilver, or a Venture in the Higher Madness, with Lucida Intervalla” (“Litterært Qvægsølv
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eller Forsøg i det høiere Vanvid, samt Lucida Intervalla”), appeared in Ny Portefeuille. After the
interval of half a year, another work, also anonymous though unmistakably Kierkegaardian, was
published under the title With What Right Is Theology Called a Lie? (Med hvad Ret kaldes
Theologien Løgn?; 1843). Kierkegaard, being the author of neither, was suitably aggrieved (Garff
216). Suspicious of his secretary Peter Vilhelm Christensen, Kierkegaard declared categorically to
his journal, “I hate all copyists” ‘jeg hader alle Eftertrykkere’ (Skrifter 18: 187).
In July 1846, Kierkegaard’s suspicions were again aroused after the appearance of Frederik
Helveg’s article in the Dansk Kirketidende on four books by Johan Adler, in which Helveg
compared them to Kierkegaard’s literary production. While Helveg admitted that in certain
respects Kierkegaard and Adler were opposed to one another, he nonetheless detected “a striking
similarity . . . on certain points” (qtd. in Garff 455; ellipsis in orig.), especially in regard to style.
Kierkegaard attributed this similitude to Adler’s plagiarism of his pseudonyms.25
Yet again, in 1849, Kierkegaard became wary of another suspected plagiarist, his literary
trustee Rasmus Nielsen. “I have to fix my police-look on him” ‘[J]eg maatte fæste mit Politie-Blik
paa ham’ (Papirer 10.3: 18), he reminded himself. When Nielsen’s The Faith of the Gospels and
Modern Consciousness (Evangelietroen og den moderne Bevidsthed) was published on 19 May
1849, Kierkegaard’s suspicions were confirmed (Garff 584–85). “The writings have been
plundered in manifold ways; precisely the pseudonyms for the most part, which he therefore never
cites, perhaps quite ingeniously having calculated that they are the least read. / And now my
conversations!” ‘Skrifterne ere plyndrede paa mangfoldig Maade; just Pseudonymerne meest,
hvilke han derfor aldrig citerer, maaskee, ganske snildt beregnet, som de mindst læste. / Og nu

25. This charge is unwarranted in light of the publication dates of the works in question (Garff 455).
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mine Samtaler!’ (Papirer 10.1: 224). The book was “an incredible amount of petty copying, and
bad copying” ‘en utrolig Mængde smaalig Copisterie, og daarlig Copisterie’ (Papirer 10.6: 92).
Kierkegaard’s distrust of Christensen and Nielsen would appear to be justified, but his
accusations against Adler were misplaced, as were those he lodged against Thomsen. Contrary to
Kierkegaard’s charges, Thomsen does cite Either/Or, although Kierkegaard testifies that he also
cribbed Fear and Trembling and The Concept of Anxiety, as well. Kierkegaard and Thomsen both
concerned themselves with “the demonic, the tragic, hypochondria, and suspicion” (Cappelørn et
al. 18: 273). Such themes, however, do not have a Kierkegaardian patent, for they belong to the
Zerrissenheit (“inner disintegration”) of Danish romantisme, which, in its “departure . . . from the
idealistic and spiritual view of romanticism,” favored “the split, intriguing, even demonic
character.” Byron provided the eminent English model for the movement (Rossel 209).
Kierkegaard drew his Zerrissenheit both from Byron directly and through the medium of the
Danish disciples of romantisme, particularly Winther.
From this perspective, Kierkegaard’s charge of plagiarism would seem insubstantial, for
he indicts Thomsen for stealing what he himself had appropriated from the common stock of
romantisme: Byronic Zerrissenheit. Given that the fount of this resource is Byron himself, it would
only follow that Thomsen would draw on the same motifs in writing a dissertation on Byron,
whether he had read Either/Or, Fear and Trembling, and The Concept of Anxiety or not. In his
censure of Thomsen, Kierkegaard betrays his wracking suspicion that he himself might be—
according to his own broad definition—something of a plagiarist, as well. Even if Kierkegaard had
not borrowed freely from Byron, he would have found himself anticipated by him both
aesthetically and philosophically, particularly in one of his most prized categories, irony.
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Kierkegaard’s refusal to name Byron specifically in his note on Thomsen’s dissertation
ought to be ascribed to a Bloomian anxiety of Byron’s influence. By omitting Byron from the
journal entry on Thomsen, Kierkegaard declines to acknowledge one of the literary forefathers to
whom his own writerly existence is indebted. Ironically, Kierkegaard had criticized a position
analogous to his own here as early as his dissertation, On the Concept of Irony (Om Begrebet Ironi;
1841; Skrifter 1: 61–357). This theoretical critique is reflected in his subsequent aesthetic work,
Either/Or, in the aesthete A’s doomed project of autonomous self-creation and re-creation
(Söderquist, Isolated Self 210). Indeed, the misinformed aesthete misappropriates Fichtean
idealism, which theorized an abstract ego as the absolute principle, not the personal ego of the
existing individual (Söderquist, Isolated Self 144). Instead, as Louis Dupré has it, “the free choice
which constitutes the self is ultimately an acceptance of the self’s ontological dependence rather
than a self-creation” (qtd. in Söderquist, Isolated Self 3). While Anti-Climacus, Kierkegaard’s
pseudonym in The Sickness unto Death, counseled an embrace of one’s dependence on God the
Father,26 Kierkegaard himself would at times refuse to recognize just how beholden he was to his
earthly fathers of the letter.
Such was the case when he proposed the project of a domestic philosophy. Musing in 1844,
he writes,

26. The pseudonymous author writes, “This is namely the formula that describes the self’s condition when despair is
entirely wiped out: in relating to itself, and in willing to be itself, the self rests transparently in the power that posited
it” ‘Dette er nemlig Formelen, som beskriver Selvets Tilstand, naar Fortvivlelsen gankse er udryddet: i at forholde sig
til sig selv, og i at ville være sig selv grunder Selvet gjennemsigtigt i den Magt, som satte det’ (Skrifter 11: 130;
emphasis added).
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Danish philosophy, if there should might once be talk of such a thing, will be
different from the German in that it will not in the least begin with nothing, or
without any assumption, or explain everything by mediating, as it will on the
contrary begin with this proposition: that there are many things between heaven
and earth which no philosopher has explained.
Den danske Philosophie, hvis der engang skal kunne blive Tale om en saadan, vil
deri være forskjellig fra den tydske, at den slet ikke begynder med Intet, eller uden
al Forudsætning, eller forklarer Alt ved mediere, da den tvertimod begynder med
den Sætning: at der er mange Ting mellem Himmel og Jord, som ingen Philosoph
har forklaret. (Skrifter 18: 217)
James Ruoff and Joel D. S. Rasmussen both identify this passage with one of Hamlet’s famous
adages (348; 187): “There are more things in heaven and earth, Horatio, / Than are dreamt of in
your philosophy” (Ham. 1.5.165–66). In Kierkegaard’s view, Hamlet’s statement articulates the
endless complexity of existence, and the impossibility of a philosophical system—especially
Hegel’s, which denies the reality of ultimate contradictions—ever reconciling its paradoxes (Ruoff
347–48). Yet the Shakespearean foundation on which this unsystematic Danish philosophy is to
be built goes uncited by Kierkegaard; indeed, by implication, he treats Hamlet as a purely Danish
work.
In the epigraph of Manfred, Byron anticipates Kierkegaard in employing these lines from
Hamlet to rebut systematic thought. Manfred’s protagonist rejects one totalizing system after
another, much as Byron might have himself. Given his ready identification with the Byronic hero
writ large, Kierkegaard would have been especially inclined to sympathize with Manfred’s
philosophical position. It may seem improbable that Kierkegaard, in quoting Shakespeare’s
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Hamlet, was thinking of Byron’s Manfred, but, in the Skrifter, Kierkegaard first mentions Manfred
on 2 September 1836 (17: 89), whereas Hamlet is not addressed until 14 June 1839 (18: 35). If
Kierkegaard read Manfred first, Shakespeare’s words, paraphrased in Kierkegaard’s journal, take
on a Byronic character, as the dramatic poem might well serve as their illustration in the
Kierkegaardian imaginary. Kierkegaard, however, fails to attribute these words to Shakespeare, or
to note the formative influence that Byron’s Manfred might have played in his reception of them.
Rather than betokening simple thoughtlessness, this omission could signal Kierkegaard’s
understanding—whether conscious or subconscious—that he had been preceded in his critique of
systematic thought by two rivals who, by dint of authorship and nationality, had more of a claim
on Hamlet than he. Instead of openly turning to Shakespeare and Byron as allies in his insurrection
against the hegemony of Hegelianism, Kierkegaard blatantly ignores the fact that he is fighting
with weapons of English manufacture. Without a trace of intended irony, he proposes that
Hamlet’s words serve as the basis for a Danish philosophy, all while blithely ignoring the fact that
they were not originally in Danish.
While Byron does not deploy irony as a counter to systematic thought in Manfred, he does
do so in Don Juan, and, in his reading of the epic, Kierkegaard would have discovered that Byron
anticipated him here, as well. Claiming that rhetorical irony is of secondary importance to
Kierkegaard’s dissertation On the Concept of Irony, Söderquist writes, “Kierkegaard describes
‘irony’ as a consciousness that cultivates isolation from the world of inherited values, an isolation
which, in the first instance, Kierkegaard considers to be necessary for the development of the self”
(Isolated Self 2). In the ironic narrator of Don Juan, Kierkegaard would have found a paragon of
this psychological isolation.
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Despite his affinity with the narrator of Don Juan, Kierkegaard—in the guise of A—
criticizes Byron’s uncompleted epic. His quibble is that, since the genre by definition extends
through time and space, the ideality of Don Juan has been compromised. According to A, only by
turning inward to trace the seducer’s psychology over the course of a single conquest can the
author preserve this ideality (Skrifter 2: 111). To fault the poem for its eponymous protagonist,
however, is to willfully misread it. It is widely agreed that Don Juan’s hero is its narrator, not Don
Juan himself.
On one hand, A’s misreading could be ascribed to his having read the poem, like
Kierkegaard, in German translation. Goethe, for one, recognized the difficulties of faithfully
rendering Don Juan in his native tongue: “[A]s we approach closer we become aware that English
poetry is already in possession of something we Germans totally lack: a cultured comic language”
(qtd. in Butler 49). If he did not read the poem in the original English, A would not have been able
to fully experience the narrator’s comic brilliance, nor could he have fully understood his heroic
role in the narrative. Yet it would appear that Kierkegaard, even without having read the original,
appreciated the narrator enough to use him as one of the models for his pseudonym Johannes
Climacus, author of the Concluding Unscientific Postscript to Philosophical Fragments
(Afsluttende uvidenskabelig Efterskrift til de philosophiske Smuler; 1846; Skrifter 7: 7–573).
While it is possible that Kierkegaard’s opinion of Don Juan evolved between Either/Or
and the Postscript, it is more likely that A’s critique of the epic is an ironic bluff on Kierkegaard’s
part. But rather than being merely irony for its own sake, Kierkegaard’s performance in the persona
of A conveniently serves as a means of obscuring the narrator’s considerable impact on him. The
influence of the narrator on Kierkegaard does not manifest itself until the appearance of the
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Postscript’s Climacus, with his adversarial stance towards his society and its values; that is to say,
Climacus’s position is one of Kierkegaardian irony.
The ironic consciousness of Don Juan’s narrator is evident throughout the epic poem in his
sense of alienation from his contemporaries: “Whenever one reads of irony in Kierkegaard, the
psychological isolation of the individual is central” (Söderquist, Isolated Self 23). In one of the
later cantos, Don Juan’s narrator declares to the reader,
No doubt if I had wished to pay my court
To critics or to hail the setting sun
Of tyranny of all kinds, my concision
Were more, but I was born for opposition. (DJ 15.22.5–8)
While Byron’s narrator refuses to partake in the smug fanfare for this unduly optimistic historical
moment, Climacus, too, finds himself loath to pay tribute to the slothful, self-satisfied nineteenth
century. He recalls that when he decided to become an author on a Sunday afternoon in
Frederiksberg Gardens four years earlier, he had reflected,
[T]he age’s many benefactors . . . know how to benefit mankind by making life
easier and easier, some by railways, others by telegraphs, others by easily
understood surveys and short reports of everything noteworthy, and finally, the
age’s true benefactors, who by virtue of thought systematically make spiritual
existence easier and easier, and yet more and more significant.
[D]e mange Tidens Velgjørere . . . vide at gavne Menneskeheden ved at gjøre Livet
lettere og lettere, Nogle ved Jernbaner, Andre ved Omnibusser og Dampskibe,
Andre ved Telegrapheringer, Andre ved letfattelige Oversigter og korte
Meddelelser af alt Videværdigt, og endeligen de sande Tidens Velgjørere, ved at
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gjøre Aands-Existentsen i Kraft af Tanke systematisk lettere og lettere og dog
betydningsfuldere og betydningsfuldere. (Skrifter 7: 171)
In this sly criticism of the nineteenth century’s reigning mythology of teleological progress, both
technological and theological, Climacus is anticipated by Byron’s narrator, who proclaims, “This
is the patent age of new inventions / For killing bodies and for saving souls” (DJ 1.132.1–2). For
the orthodox Kierkegaard, the very thought of making spiritual life less difficult and yet more
significant is an utter contradiction of itself, and from this perspective his alter ego subjects it to
his potent irony. “[B]orn for opposition” like Byron’s ironic narrator, Climacus rejects the idea
that his period deserves any praise for easing back on the rigors of faith. To the contrary, it demands
a stern corrective. As he writes famously of the fateful afternoon on which he conceived of his
authorship, “I understood that then as my mission: to make difficulties everywhere” ‘[F]attede jeg
da det som min Opgave: overalt at gjøre Vanskeligheder’ (Skrifter 7: 172).
Philosophically, Don Juan’s narrator and Climacus both show a marked preference for not
just the basic ironic consciousness described above but also for its Socratic iteration, in particular.
For example, in the first canto of Don Juan, when a teenage Juan is about to consummate an affair
with his mother’s wedded friend, Donna Julia (who had previously promised herself that their
relationship would remain Platonic), Don Juan’s narrator is inspired to apostrophize,
Oh Plato, Plato, you have paved the way
With your confounded fantasies to more
Immoral conduct by the fancied sway
Your system feigns o’er the controlless core
Of human hearts than all the long array
Of poets and romancers. You’re a bore,
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A charlatan, a coxcomb, and have been
At best no better than a go-between. (DJ 1.116.1–8)
Here Byron’s narrator refutes Platonic love as a fallacy and rebukes Plato for his systemization of
Socratic thought. He elsewhere speaks of “Great Socrates . . . And Thou diviner still” (DJ 15.18.2),
a statement which implies that the gadfly of Athens is second only to Christ in his estimation.
Climacus may spare Plato the invective of Don Juan’s narrator in the stanza quoted above,
but the pseudonym nevertheless agrees with Byron on the superiority of Socrates’s existential
philosophy over the Platonic system. As Climacus writes, “Socrates chiefly stresses existing,
whereas Plato, forgetting this, wanders off into Speculation. Socrates’s infinite credit is exactly
that of being an existing thinker, not a speculator who forgets what it is to exist” ‘Socrates
væsentligen accentuerer det at existere, medens Plato, glemmende dette, fortaber sig i Speculation.
Socrates’s uendelige Fortjeneste er netop den at være en existerende Tænker, ikke en Speculant,
der glemmer hvad det er at existere’ (Skrifter 7: 188). Indeed, the swoon of first love experienced
by Juan and Julia in this scene is a primal example of “what it is to exist,” and only an absentminded scribbler who has forgotten—or never experienced—its rush would be rash enough to try
to separate two lovers with a speculative system.
Don Juan’s narrator also offers a polemic against modern systems, and this, too, is echoed
by Climacus in the Postscript. First consider the following two stanzas of the former:
If from great Nature’s or our own abyss
Of thought we could but snatch a certainty,
Perhaps mankind might find the path they miss,
But then ’twould spoil much good philosophy.
One system eats another up, and this
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Much as old Saturn ate his progeny,
For when his pious consort gave him stones
In lieu of sons, of these he made no bones.

But System doth reverse the Titan’s breakfast
And eats her parents, albeit the digestion
Is difficult. Pray tell me, can you make fast
After due search your faith to any question?
Look back o’er ages ere unto the stake fast
You bind yourself and call some mode the best one.
Nothing more true than not to trust your senses,
And yet what are your other evidences? (DJ 14.1–2)
Saturn is supposed to have eaten every one of his children, excepting Jupiter, Neptune, and Pluto,
who were hidden from him by Rhea, his wife. In their place, he was given huge stones, which he
happily devoured (Steffan, Steffan, and Pratt 727). Through this simile, in which stones are
confused with Roman gods, Don Juan’s narrator illustrates the impossibility of system ever
reaching the absolute without being tied to a sound first philosophy. 27 Such a dialectic, in which
one fallacious system after another is consumed by its successors, lacks a telos. Thus does Don
Juan’s narrator anticipate Climacus’s critique of speculative thought. When the dialectician

27. Another Kierkegaardian pseudonym, Anti-Climacus, writes of this problem in The Sickness unto Death: “Alas,
for speculation’s secret of understanding is just to sew without fastening the end and without tying a knot in the thread”
‘[A]k thi Spekulationens Hemmelighed med det at begribe er just Det at sye uden at fæste Ende og uden at slaae
Knude paa Traaden’ (Skrifter 11: 206).
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declares, “Only at the end of it all will everything become clear” ‘[F]ørst ved Slutningen af det
Hele bliver Alt klart’ (Skrifter 7: 22), Climacus retorts, “But if the conclusion is missing at the
beginning, then this would mean there is no system” ‘Men mangler Slutningen ved Begyndelsen,
saa vil dette sige: der er intet System’ (Skrifter 7: 23).
Moreover, it would seem that Kierkegaard’s appropriation of Byron’s narrator extended
beyond his philosophical position to include some of his personal attributes, as well. Like
Climacus, who “had been a student a half score years” ‘havde en halv Snees Aar været Student’
(Skrifter 7: 171) when he finally decided to become an author, Kierkegaard himself was a student
for a seemingly interminable period; he did not sit for his theology examination until he had been
at the university for ten years (Lowrie, Kierkegaard 1: 67). Poignantly, Climacus resembles his
author in having lost his father (Skrifter 7: 149), but he also mirrors Byron’s narrator in being a
quite aged thirty years. In the introduction to his book, Climacus proclaims, “I, Johannes Climacus,
a native of the city here, now thirty years old, a pure and simple human being, like the ordinary
run of people, assume that for me, as well as for a servant girl and a professor, there is a supreme
good in store, which is called an eternal salvation” ‘[J]eg Johannes Climacus, barnefødt her af
Byen, nu tredive Aar gammel, et slet og ret Menneske ligesom Folk er fleest, antager, at der for
mig lige saa vel som for en Tjenestepige og en Professor er et høieste Gode ivente, som kaldes en
evig Salighed’ (Skrifter 7: 25). Echoing Byron’s narrator, who laments his mortality at the start of
his fourth decade, the tricenarian Climacus keenly anticipates his inevitable demise.
However, whereas Climacus looks forward to his rejuvenation in death, Don Juan’s
narrator is subject to an exhaustion both irrevocable and profound:
But now at thirty years my hair is grey
(I wonder what it will be like at forty?
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I thought of a peruke the other day);
My heart is not much greener, and in short I
Have squandered my whole summer while ’twas May,
And feel no more the spirit to retort. I
Have spent my life, both interest and principal,
And deem not, what I deemed, my soul invincible. (DJ 1.213.1–8)
While Don Juan’s narrator has come to doubt the immortality of his soul, Climacus accepts his a
priori. Nonetheless, he was beginning to feel senescent four years earlier on the momentous day
he decided to become an author: “So then I sat there and smoked my cigar, until I gave myself up
to thoughts. Among others, I remember these: You are getting on now, I said to myself, and
becoming an old man without being anything and without really doing anything” ‘Saa sad jeg da
der og røg min Cigar, indtil jeg henfaldt i Tanker. Blandt andre erindrer jeg disse: Du gaaer nu,
sagde jeg til mig selv, og bliver et gammelt Menneske, uden at være Noget og uden egentligen at
foretage Dig Noget’ (Skrifter 7: 171). Tellingly, Climacus professes to the reader of his first book,
Philosophical Fragments (Philosophiske Smuler; 1844; Skrifter 4: 213–306), “[T]he thought of
death is a good dancer, my dancer; every person is too heavy for me, and therefore, I pray, per
deos obsecro: No one invite me, for I do not dance” ‘Tanken om Døden er en flink Dandserinde,
min Dandserinde, ethvert Menneske er mig for tungt; og derfor, jeg beder, per deos obsecro: Ingen
inclinere for mig, thi jeg dandser ikke’ (Skrifter 4: 217). Thus, while youthfulness is fundamental
to the archetypal romantic hero, both Don Juan’s narrator and Climacus—perhaps like their
authors, who died at the ages of 36 and 42, respectively—find themselves becoming prematurely
ancient.
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Rather than hovering in abstract omniscience, both Don Juan’s narrator and Climacus
are—in their respective fictions—existing, finite human beings. The authorship of Climacus does
not emanate from abstract objectivity, but instead originates from a finite location in time and
space. (This is perhaps one reason why the Postscript is “unscientific.”) The pseudonym reflects,
“It was probably four years ago that it occurred to me to want to try my hand as an author. I
remember it quite distinctly; it was a Sunday, quite right. Yes, it was a Sunday afternoon; I sat
outside as usual by the confectioner in Frederiksberg Gardens . . . . There I sat as usual and smoked
my cigar” ‘Det er vel nu en fire Aar siden, at jeg fik det Indfald at ville forsøge mig som Forfatter.
Jeg husker det ganske tydeligt, det var en Søndag, ganske rigtigt, ja det var en SøndagEftermiddag, jeg sad som sædvanlig ude hos Conditoren i Frederiksberg Have . . . . [D]er sad jeg,
som sædvanlig og røg min Cigar’ (Skrifter 7: 170). In the “Preface to Cantos I and II,” Byron
writes, “[T]he following epic narrative is told by a Spanish gentleman in a village in the Sierra
Morena on the road between Monasterio and Seville, sitting at the door of a posada with the Curate
of the hamlet on his right hand, a cigar in his mouth . . . . The time, sunset” (38). Although Byron
wrote this text in Venice in the fall of 1818, it was not published until 1901 (Steffan, Steffan, and
Pratt 562). That would mean, of course, that Kierkegaard did not have access to it, and yet the
cantos themselves indicate a finite, existing narrator, not an omniscient one. Rather than
abstracting themselves in a bid for objective or scientific knowledge, both Don Juan’s narrator and
Climacus exist as cigar-chomping men of leisure who dwell in the finite and the temporal. Unlike
an omniscient narrator, who is pure thought, Byron’s narrator and Climacus are capable of shutting
themselves off from society—even as they ostensibly reveal themselves to it via their narration.
This Indesluttethed, or enclosure, is the sine qua non of irony (Söderquist, Isolated Self 26).
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Although Byron and Kierkegaard interpose themselves in the characters of Don Juan’s
narrator and Climacus, respectively, they also ironically distance themselves from their creations.28
On one hand, Byron’s narrator, like Byron himself, is an expatriate of some sort. As the poet writes
in the preface, “The reader is further requested to suppose him (to account for his knowledge of
English) either an Englishman settled in Spain, or a Spaniard who had travelled in England” (39).
On the other hand, the character of Don Juan’s narrator is complicated when, again in the preface,
Byron pleads, “[T]he reader is requested to extend his supposed power of supposing so far as to
conceive that the dedication to Mr Southey and several stanzas of the poem itself are interpolated
by the English editor” (39). This editor could quite possibly be Byron himself, since the dedication
to Southey is thought “to be the production of a present Whig” or “the work of a rival poet” (39).
Again, Kierkegaard would not have had access to Byron’s preface, but the ironic tensions between
the author, the editor and the narrator described therein would surely be evident to the epic’s
attentive reader. In attributing the Postscript to Climacus with his own name on the title page as
editor (Skrifter 7:7), Kierkegaard creates an ironic disjunction between pseudonymous author,
editor, and actual author that is analogous to that of the quasi-Byronic narrator, the pseudo-Byronic
editor, and Byron himself.
In the first part of his dissertation, On the Concept of Irony, Kierkegaard examines Socratic
irony, which he much prefers to modern romantic irony, the subject of the second part of the
treatise. This study of contemporary irony focuses on the Germans Friedrich Schlegel, Ludwig
Tieck, and K. W. F. Solger. Aside from one veiled reference,29 there is no mention of Byron here,

28. “Byron himself insisted on the distance between his own experiences and those of his fictional characters” (Mellor
199).
29. In the section entitled “Irony after Fichte,” Kierkegaard declares,
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but Anne K. Mellor has proven the romantic irony of Schlegel to be paradigmatic of English
romantic irony in general, and Don Juan in particular (6). She writes, “The form of Don Juan is
what Schlegel would call an arabesque—it unites order and chaos in an ‘artfully ordered
confusion,’ in a ‘charming symmetry of contradictions’” (57). Mellor attests that “[i]n the felt
disjunction between the naive, romantic, experiencing character (Don Juan) and the reflective,
ironic, experienced narrator occurs the vital play and ‘eternal surge’ of life itself” (49). She
elaborates, “For as we learn in reading the poem, Don Juan’s experiences lead him ever closer to
the narrator and the heroic vision of romantic irony, while the ironic narrator becomes increasingly

That both Germany and France at this moment have only too great a multiplicity of such ironists,
and no longer need to allow themselves to be persuaded to be initiated into boredom’s secrets by
some English lord, one traveling member of a spleen-club, and that some people of Young
Germany’s and Young France’s breeding long ago would have died from boredom, if the respective
governments had not been paternal enough, by having them arrested, to give them something to
think about, that certainly no one would deny.
At baade Tydskland og Frankrig i dette Øieblik har en kun altfor stor Mangfoldighed af saadanne
Ironikere, og ikke længere behøver at lade sig indvie i Kjedsommelighedens Hemmeligheder af en
eller anden engelsk Lord, et reisende Medlem af en Spleen-Clubb, samt at en og anden af det unge
Tydsklands og det unge Frankrigs unge Tillæg forlængst var død af Kjedsommelighed, hvis ikke de
respective Regjeringer havde været faderlige nok til, ved at lade dem arrestere, at give dem Noget
at tænke paa, det vil vist Ingen nægte. (Skrifter 1: 320–21; emphasis added)
The emphasized phrase in the passage quoted above “alludes to the English poet Lord Byron (George Gordon Byron,
1788–1824), who traveled around and stayed in several places in Europe, and whose melancholy and mordant poetry
got many followers, particularly in the 1820s” ‘sigter til den engelske digter Lord Byron (George Gordon Byron,
1788–1824), der rejste rundt og boede flere steder i Europa, og hvis tungsindige og ætsende poesi fik mange
tilhængere, især i 1820’erne’ (Cappelørn et al. 1: 320).
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aware of his potential sterility and need for romantic commitment” (50). Mellor speculates that
Byron may have intended to reveal (had he completed the poem) that the narrator and Don Juan
are one in the same (55). Such a unity would be what Schlegel defines as the very essence of
romantic irony: the “absolute synthesis of absolute antitheses, the continual self-creating
interchange of two conflicting thoughts” (qtd. in Mellor 55).
While I essentially agree with Mellor’s analysis, it is well to remember that Byron never
formally achieves this synthesis, and thus Don Juan’s narrator can certainly be treated
independently of Juan. Indeed, since the critical consensus is that the hero of the poem is not Juan
but the narrator, it is the ironic (i.e., the essentially negative) aspect of romantic irony that prevails,
encapsulating the positive romantic content. Schlegel’s romantic irony, then, differs from Byronic
romantic irony in at least three crucial respects, which will be articulated below. These differences
are significant because they would give Kierkegaard reason to prefer the irony of Byron to that of
Schlegel. In other words, Kierkegaard’s cutting critique of romantic irony in the dissertation need
not necessarily apply to Byron. Moreover, it would suggest that Kierkegaard saw fit to emulate
Byron, and in turn felt the anxiety of his influence.
Kierkegaard—and his pseudonym, Climacus—would have identified with the lack of
physical vitality exhibited by Byron’s 30-year-old narrator, which is clearly audible in his worldweary form of irony. In this regard, these three figures (i.e., Kierkegaard, Byron, and Byron’s
narrator) stand in stark contrast to the romantic ironist Schlegel, who proclaims a gospel of eternal
youth in his bildungsroman Lucinde (1799). The novel opens with Schlegel’s alter ego, Julius,
offering a paean to the eternal feminine and its rejuvenating power: “And so too with the eye of
my spirit I saw the one and only and forever beloved in many forms: sometimes as a childlike girl,
sometimes as a woman in the full bloom and strength of love and femininity, and sometimes as a
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worthy mother with her earnest little boy in her arms. I breathed the spring, saw clearly the eternal
youthfulness around me” (43). Julius has found immortality in the arms of his mistress, the titular
heroine of the novel, who represents the genius of erotic love. He writes to her in “A Dithyrambic
Fantasy,” “This is marriage, the timeless union and conjunction of our spirits, not simply for what
we call this world or the world beyond death, but for the one, true, indivisible, nameless, unending
world, for our whole eternal life and being” (48). “Let love itself be eternally new and eternally
young” (63), he elsewhere proclaims. The mind may recognize its own ephemerality, but “the
eternal longing for eternal youth” never dies (104).
In a section devoted to Schlegel in his dissertation, Kierkegaard notes that Hegel takes
issue with Lucinde and its program of fleshy philosophizing. 30 Indeed, Kierkegaard himself
declares Lucinde “a very salacious book” ‘en meget slibrig Bog’ (Skrifter 1: 321). In the nineteenth
century, the same was said of Byron’s Don Juan. The crucial distinction here, however, is that
neither Juan nor Don Juan’s narrator is revitalized by the hero’s amorous adventures. To the
contrary, the narrator grows increasingly languid as his cantos accumulate, and even Juan himself
becomes less keen. After a sexually exhausting stay in Moscow, he is, upon reaching London in
canto 12,
A little blasé, ’tis not to be wondered
At, that his heart had got a tougher rind.
And though not vainer from his past success,
No doubt his sensibilities were less. (DJ 12.81.5–8)

30. Kierkegaard lifts Hegel’s broader criticism of the romantic ironists, namely that they have misused Fichtean
idealism (Söderquist, Isolated Self 155).
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The protagonist of Lucinde remains much more receptive to sex throughout, but Kierkegaard
makes a point of distinguishing him from the legendary figure of Don Juan, stating bluntly, “The
hero in this novel, Julius, is no Don Juan” ‘Helten i denne Roman, Julius, er ingen Don Juan’
(Skrifter 1: 327). Foreshadowing Either/Or, its celebration of Don Giovanni, and its critique of
Byron’s Don Juan, Kierkegaard describes the mythical Don Juan as “an authority, which words
cannot describe, but a couple of absolutely commanding bow strokes by Mozart can give an idea
of” ‘en Myndighed, som Ord ikke kan beskrive, men et Par absolut bydende Buestrøg af Mozart
kan give en Forestilling om’ (Skrifter 1: 327). Therefore, while Julius is certainly not Mozart’s
Don Giovanni, he is not Byron’s Don Juan, either. Whereas Julius believes he has discovered the
fount of eternal youth in erotic love, Byron’s Don Juan finds that—for mere mortals—it eventually
yields only a jaded sense of satiety.31

31. In the “The Immediate Erotic Stages” of Either/Or, the pseudonym A repeatedly stresses Don Giovanni’s
superhuman difference in this respect: “Don Juan is really the expression for the demonic, defined as the sensual”
‘Don Juan er altsaa Udtrykket for det Dæmoniske, bestemmet som det Sandselige’ (Skrifter 2: 95); “[w]hen he . . . is
conceived in music, then I have not the single individual, then I have the power of nature, the demonic, which no more
becomes tired of seducing or finishes with seducing than the wind with storming, the sea with rocking itself, or a
cataract with throwing itself down from its height” ‘[n]aar han . . . opfattes i Musik, da har jeg ikke det enkelte Individ,
da har jeg Naturmagten, det Dæmoniske, der ligesaalidt bliver træet af at forføre eller færdigt med at forføre som
Vinden med at storme, Havet med at vugge sig, eller et Vandfald med at styrte sig ned fra sin Høide’ (Skrifter 2: 97);
“[i]n this universality, in this hovering between being an individual and a force of nature, lies Don Juan” ‘[i] denne
Almindelighed, i denne Svæven mellem at være Individ og Naturkraft ligger Don Juan’ (Skrifter 2: 100–01). Although
one could argue that Don Giovanni’s climactic defeat at the hands of the Commendatore (Da Ponte 2.6) proves that
he is but a single, mortal individual, Kierkegaard’s pseudonym asserts, quite to the contrary, “The music straight away
makes the Commendatore into something more than a single individual; his voice is amplified into a spirit’s voice. . .
. No force in the play, no force in the world has been able to constrain Don Juan; only a spirit, an apparition is capable
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According to Kierkegaard, this is a glaring misstep on the part of Schlegel, since in his own
opinion the erotic, if it is not reinforced by the ethical category of marriage, is ultimately a cause
of vitiation. Somewhat priggishly, he writes in the dissertation that “to live poetically would not
mean to remain obscure to oneself, to sweat out oneself in a loathsome sultriness” ‘at leve poetisk
vil ikke sige at blive sig selv dunkel, at udsvede sig selv i en modbydelig Lummerhed’ (Skrifter 1:
332). A celibate bachelor after his fall (if it did occur), Kierkegaard would have found a greater
affinity with the retired narrator of Don Juan, who declares,
My days of love are over, me no more
The charms of maid, wife, and still less of widow
Can make the fool of which they made before;
In short, I must not lead the life I did do. (DJ 1.216.1–4)
In sum, while the erotic was an appropriate metaphor for the synthetic, vitalistic processes of
Schlegel’s romantic irony, the narrator of Don Juan has resolved to abstain from such connections.
He thus much more closely approximates the Kierkegaardian notion of irony as a fundamentally
isolating principle.
The second crucial respect in which Byron’s narrator distinguishes himself from
Schlegelian or Tieckian romantic irony is in his refusal to resort to fantasy. While Mellor claims
that “[t]he world of Don Juan is founded on abundant chaos; everything moves, changes its shape,
becomes something different” (42), she rather belabors its protean quality. The narration itself
exhibits considerable mobilité, taking vast leaps, as Mellor notes, across time and space, but the

of it” ‘Musikken gjør strax Commandanten til noget Mere end et enkelt Individ, hans Stemme udvides til en Aands
Stemme. . . . Ingen Magt i Stykket, ingen Magt i Verden har formaaet at tvinge Don Juan, kun en Aand, et Gjenfærd
formaaer det’ (Skrifter 2: 115).
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world of Don Juan as such, i.e., the strikingly naturalistic world 32 described by the narrator’s
narration, is quite different from that of the allegorist Schlegel or the proto-absurdist Tieck.
Indeed, the irony of Byron’s Don Juan is what Kierkegaard refers to in his dissertation as
“mastered irony” ‘behersket Ironi’ (Skrifter 1: 353), which is fundamentally different from the
romantic irony of Schlegel and Tieck. Although Byron is not cited as an instance of mastered
irony, Kierkegaard does offer the examples of Shakespeare, Goethe, and J. L. Heiberg:
“Shakespeare, however, by no means allows the substantial worth to evaporate into a more and
more volatile corrosive sublimate, and so far as his lyrics at times culminate in lunacy, there is
then again in this lunacy an extraordinary degree of objectivity” ‘Shakspeare [sic] lader imidlertid
ingenlunde den substantielle Gehalt fordampe i et flygtigere og flygtigere Sublimat, og forsaavidt
som hans Lyrik stundom culminerer i Vanvid, saa er der atter i denne Vanvid en overordentlig
Grad af Objectivitet’ (Skrifter 1: 352–53). Irony, Kierkegaard asserts, “limits, finalizes,
circumscribes, and gives by that means truth, actuality, content; it disciplines and punishes, and
gives by that means firmness and consistency. Irony is a chastener, feared by the one who does not
know it, but loved by one who does” ‘limiterer, endeliggjør, begrændser og giver derved Sandhed,
Virkelighed, Indhold; den tugter og straffer og giver derved Holdning og Consistents. Ironien er
en Tugtemester, som kun den frygter, der ikke kjender den, men som den elsker, der kjender den’
(Skrifter 1: 355). As I will demonstrate, Kierkegaard would place Byron and the narrator of Don
Juan in the masterful company of Shakespeare, whereas he cites Schlegel and Tieck as cases of
uncontrolled irony.

32. Byron most distinctly anticipates literary naturalism in the irrationality and barbarity of those (aside from Juan)
involved in the shipwreck of canto 2.
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In the section dedicated to Tieck in part 2 of his dissertation, Kierkegaard does not refer to
any of Tieck’s works in particular, but in part 1 he alludes to Gottlieb (Skrifter 1: 121), one of the
characters in Tieck’s Puss-in-Boots (Der gestiefelte Kater; 1797). Kierkegaard no doubt has this
play (and its titular character) in mind when he writes in the dissertation,
One needs in this respect only to read through the list of the characters in one of
Tieck’s, or whichever other of the romantic poets’ plays, in order to get an idea of
what unheard of and most unlikely things elapse in their poet-world. The animals
talk as humans, the humans as beasts; chairs and tables become conscious of their
meaning in existence; the humans sense existence as a thing without meaning;
nothing turns into everything, and everything turns into nothing; everything is
possible, even the impossible; everything is probable, even the improbable.
Man behøver i den Henseende blot at gjennemlæse Fortegnelsen over Personerne i
et af Tiecks, eller hvilkensomhelst anden af de romantiske Digteres Stykker, for at
faae en Forestilling om, hvilke uhørte og høist usandsynlige Ting der forgaae i deres
Digterverden. Dyrene tale som Mennesker, Menneskerne som Fæ, Stole og Borde
blive sig deres Betydning i Tilværelsen bevidste, Menneskene føle Tilværelsen som
en Ting uden Betydning, Intet bliver til Alt og Alt bliver til Intet, Alt er muligt
endog det Umulige, Alt er Rimeligt endog det Urimelige. (Skrifter 1: 335–36)
According to Kierkegaard, the fantasist impulse of romantic irony is far from benign; rather, it is
a potent and quite deleterious opiate. He explains,
It is the misfortune of Romanticism; it is not reality it grasps. Poetry awakes; the
strong yearnings, the mysterious suspicions, the feelings filling with enthusiasm,
nature awakes; the enchanted princess awakes—the romanticist falls asleep. It is in
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dreams he experiences all this, and while before all slept around him, so now all
awake, but he sleeps. But the dreams do not satisfy. Dull and weary he awakes,
unrefreshed, for once more to lie down to sleep, and soon he must by art induce the
somnambulist state. But of course the more art that is needed here, the more
overwrought, too, the ideal becomes that the romanticist conjures up.
Det er Ulykken ved Romantiken, det er ikke Virkeligheden, den griber. Poesien
vaagner, de stærke Længsler, de hemmelighedsfulde Ahnelser, de begeistrende
Følelser, Naturen vaagner, den fortryllede Prindsesse vaagner – Romantikeren
falder i Søvn. Det er i Drømme han oplever Alt dette, og medens Alt før sov
omkring ham, saa vaagner nu Alt, men han sover. Men Drømme mætte ikke. Mat
og træt vaagner han, ustyrket, for atter at lægge sig til at sove, og snart maa han ved
Kunst fremkalde de somnambule Tilstande. Men jo mere Kunst der behøves hertil,
jo mere overspændt bliver ogsaa det Ideal, som Romantikeren fremmaner. (Skrifter
1: 337)
Although Schlegel’s Lucinde does not take place in a topsy-turvy world, such as Tieck’s,
it nonetheless contains occasional flights of fancy reminiscent of the enervating romantic dreams
Kierkegaard describes above. For example, in his “Allegory of Impudence,” Julius finds himself
in a lush and extravagant garden, but no sooner does he inhale its fragrance than a hideous monster
leaps out of the flowers. Julius runs away in terror, but when the monster gives chase, he turns and
delivers a punch. Upon doing so, he discovers that his pursuer was only a garden-variety frog. A
figure whose features resemble a Roman bust then informs him that he is Wit, and that the creature
he (i.e., Julius) has defeated is Public Opinion. Wit introduces Julius to the four Novels that he
(i.e., Wit) has begotten with Fantasy, each of whom is a beautiful youth. One frolics on verdant
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plains and in the waves of a river, another devotes himself to prayer and knighthood, and yet
another muses in the colorless mist of a dark grove. The first youth rushes between a group of
lovely young girls and women (namely, Delicacy, Modesty, Beautiful Soul, Decency, and
Morality) who surround his modern, more cultivated brother (the fourth Novel), and “a single
imposing woman standing alone,” whose sharp, fearless gaze unsettles Julius. Wit confides to
Julius that this naïve Novel cannot decide whether to commit himself to Delicacy or Impudence
(53–54).
Delicacy thinks aloud that the introspective Novel in the grove might be amusing; he will
dedicate verses in her honor. The knight she finds handsome but too staid for her taste. Ultimately,
she resolves to keep her distance from both Novels, since she prefers their dandyish brother; she
might even let him seduce her. This modern Novel, however, soon grows bored and departs. At
this moment, Julius discovers that the women who had surrounded the cultured young man are not
so beautiful after all. Impudence, on the other hand, now appears much less severe to him. Seizing
the face of Beautiful Soul, Impudence declares it to be a mask; she is not the Beautiful Soul, “but
at best Daintiness, and sometimes Coquetry, as well.” Impudence then turns to Wit, and rebukes
him for having begotten Novels bereft of “any trace of the inspired poetry of fleeting life.” Now
the first Novel has made his choice; he gladly goes off with Impudence (55–56).
Whatever meaning there may be in this allegory is overrun and annulled by the madcap
pace of the romantic ironist’s narrative. I cite the passage above as evidence that Schlegel and his
readers use romantic irony as a narcotic, as an escape from actuality. That the world of Byron’s
Don Juan is, on the other hand, naturalistic—and far from fantastic—hardly needs repeating. In
particular, Byron plainly repudiates gothic fantasy and its excesses in canto 16, in which the ghost
of the Black Friar turns out to be “[t]he phantom of her frolic Grace – Fitz-Fulke!” (DJ 16.123.8).
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Instead of an ascetic spirit, Juan discovers a living, breathing, and (most importantly, from a
naturalistic perspective) desiring woman under the grim cowl. The conventions of the gothic genre
could be no more ironically inverted than in this abrupt—yet entirely mastered—turn to literary
naturalism. Since there is evidence that Kierkegaard read the English cantos in particular, one
suspects that he would have considered their groundedness preferable to the dizzying flights of
German romantic irony. Indeed, he may even have found them worthy of imitation.33
Facing his inevitable demise yet refusing to resort to the opiate of fantasy, Byron’s narrator,
unlike Schlegel’s Julius, is quite conscious of his despair. This is the third respect in which
Kierkegaard would have found sympathy with the former over the latter. Prior to meeting Lucinde,
Julius had an occasion for discovering himself in his despair (Söderquist, Isolated Self 133).
Instead, under Lucinde’s tutelage, the hero shuts himself off from actuality, giving free reign to
the powers of the romantic imaginary (Söderquist, Isolated Self 137). For Kierkegaard, the infinite
that Schlegelian irony locates within the self is, in fact, an infinite void (Söderquist, Isolated Self
136). Like his teacher P. M. Møller, Kierkegaard argues, contra Schlegel, that the romantic ironist
is never reinstated in the world (Söderquist, Isolated Self 155). He continues to poeticize himself
autonomously, neglecting the fundamental self he received from the hand of God (Söderquist,

33. Kierkegaard seems to have appropriated two lines from canto 13 (Ryan 8): “Society is now one polished horde, /
Formed of two mighty tribes, the Bores and Bored” (DJ 13.95.7–8). Under the pseudonym A, he transposes this
sentiment in Either/Or: “They who bore others are the mob, the crowd, the endless gang of man in general; they who
bore themselves are the elect, the aristocracy, and so it is peculiar that they who do not bore themselves in general
bore others; they, on the other hand, who bore themselves entertain others” ‘De, der kjede Andre, ere Plebs, Hoben,
Menneskets uendelige Slæng i Almindelighed; de, der kjede sig selv, ere de Udvalgte, Adelen; og saa besynderligt er
det, de, som ikke kjede sig selv, kjede i Almindelighed Andre, de derimod, der kjede sig selv, underholde Andre’
(Skrifter 2: 278).
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Isolated Self 158–59). Through irony, he flees introspection, and only when he stops poeticizing
can he contemplate the condition of his soul. The moment he does so, the levity of irony vanishes
and despair violently disrupts his equanimity (Söderquist, Isolated Self 160). Yet this acute pain is
a dire necessity, as the consciousness of despair is a prerequisite for its cure. To this effect, AntiClimacus writes in The Sickness unto Death, “The characteristic of despair is exactly this: to be
blissfully ignorant that it is despair” ‘Fortvivlelsens Specifike er just dette, at være uvidende om,
at det er Fortvivlelse’ (Skrifter 11: 160).
Byron’s narrator despairs not only over his gray hairs (DJ 1.213.1), but also over the
indeterminacy of existence (DJ 14.1–2). Lacking a single certainty, he and the rest of humankind
are fated, like the speculators described by Anti-Climacus, to go on sewing without having
fastened the thread. However, the pseudonym writes further, “Christianity, on the other hand,
fastens the end by help of the paradox” ‘Christendommen derimod fæster Ende ved Hjælp af
Paradoxet’ (Skrifter 11: 206). In other words, faith in the paradox of the God-man could resolve
the despairing narrator’s chaotic Weltanschauung. Thus, in Don Juan’s English cantos, both Don
Juan’s narrator and Juan begin to gravitate towards faith.
This force of attraction is first felt when the Catholic Aurora Raby rouses Juan from the
soporific boredom of Norman Abbey. Unlike Adeline Amundeville, that genius of superficial
mobilité, Aurora is not worldly but otherworldly. She is “a young star who shone / O’er life, too
sweet an image for such glass” (DJ 15.43.5–6). Yet Adeline cannot fathom why Juan would be
interested in “a baby” like Aurora (DJ 15.49.7–8). He has the ready answer that she, too, is
Catholic, and therefore would be an acceptable bride for him in the eyes of both his mother and
the Pope (DJ 15.50.1–4). Seeing Aurora through Juan’s eyes, Don Juan’s narrator describes her
in the following stanza:
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Early in years and yet more infantine
In figure, she had something of sublime
In eyes which sadly shone, as seraph’s shine.
All youth but with an aspect beyond time,
Radiant and grave, as pitying man’s decline,
Mournful, but mournful of another’s crime,
She looked as if she sat by Eden’s door
And grieved for those who could return no more. (DJ 15.45.1–8)
Lost and wandering since the fall of his Edenic paradise with Haidée, Juan would no doubt be
drawn to the redemptive aspects of Aurora’s Christianity. Her faith offers the possibility of that
one stable point amidst the flux and flow of the poem’s universe, and a return to that blessed state
he so wistfully recollects.
On the other hand, Don Juan’s narrator himself first strikes a posture of extreme skepticism
in the English cantos: “For me, I know nought. Nothing I deny, / Admit, reject, contemn; and what
know you, / Except perhaps that you were born die?” (DJ 14.3.1–3).34 Yet, once Aurora enters the
narrative in the next canto, Byron’s narrator concedes that the one certainty he desires must lie in
religion, however elusive it may be: “But what’s reality? Who has its clue? / Philosophy? No, she
too much rejects. / Religion? Yes, but which of all her sects?” (DJ 15.89.6–8). Finally, in the canto
following, Don Juan’s narrator seems to favor a theologically orthodox Christianity over all the
“sects”:
But Saint Augustine has the great priority,
Who bids all men believe the impossible,

34. NB: Again, Kierkegaard would sympathize with the narrator here in this existential orientation towards death.
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Because ’tis so. Who nibble, scribble, quibble, he
Quiets at once with quia impossibile.

And therefore mortals, cavil not at all.
Believe. If ’tis improbable, you must,
And if it is impossible you shall.
’Tis always best to take things upon trust. (DJ 16.5.5–8, 16.6.1–4)
Admittedly, this is a rather blunt reading, and one that has a tin ear for irony. However, we must
again bear in mind that Kierkegaard read Don Juan in German translation, and that Goethe himself
remarked that the poem’s urbane yet comic diction was impossible to render in his native language
(Butler 49). Thus, while the potential irony in the lines quoted above may have eluded Kierkegaard,
he also could have simply chosen to ignore it. After all, on a fundamental level, Byron and his
narrator anticipate Kierkegaard’s philosophical skepticism of scientific (i.e., learned) progress, and
its attendant existential angst. Moreover, like Kierkegaard, the only remedy that Don Juan’s
narrator entertains for this malady is religious faith, which he, in the lines quoted above, specifies
implicitly as the paradox of the God-man: “certum est quia impossibile.”35
Reading Byron’s Don Juan before he had formally begun his work as an author,
Kierkegaard would have found both the elemental problem posed by his future authorship
(despair), and a formulation of its solution (faith). While Kierkegaard’s accusation of plagiarism
against Thomsen instead revealed his own indebtedness to Byron thematically, this existential
reading of Don Juan would suggest that Kierkegaard might be beholden to Byron on a much more

35. If Augustine, as Byron claims, said that the Incarnation “certum est quia impossibile” (“is certain because
impossible”; qtd. in Grant 399), he was most likely quoting Tertullian.
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fundamental level. In this light, his refusal to write the poet’s very name—especially before the
Corsair affair, with the publication of Thomsen’s On Lord Byron—would offer silent witness to
an anxiety of Byron’s influence.
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CHAPTER 4: THE UNDEAD

In part 1 of his dissertation, in a section devoted to Plato’s Symposium, Kierkegaard writes,
“The ironist is the vampire who has sucked the blood out from the lover, and who has wafted him
under coolness, lulled him to sleep, and tormented him with troubled dreams” ‘Ironikeren er den
Vampyr, der har udsuget Blodet af den Elskende, og som derunder har tilviftet ham Kjølighed, har
dysset ham i Søvn og piint ham med urolige Drømme’ (Skrifter 1: 110). Here Kierkegaard is
referring to Socrates as the vampire,36 but he could quite possibly be alluding to Byron, as well.
Both Byron and his narrator were exemplary ironists for Kierkegaard, and Byron also served as a
model for some of the other revenants that appear in Kierkegaard’s writings.
Indeed, Europe had come to make this association between Byron and the vampire for itself
with the 1819 publication of The Vampyre, a tale written by Byron’s erstwhile personal physician,
John William Polidori. Polidori had composed this piece for the ghost story competition held by
the Byron-Shelley circle at the Villa Diodati in the summer of 1816. Rather mysteriously,
Polidori’s manuscript somehow emerged in England, where it was attributed to Byron and
published without its author’s consent. Although it was reviled by critics, The Vampyre proved
widely popular, going through seven editions in English in its first year. In the subsequent year,
adaptations of the tale appeared on the stages of London and Paris (Macdonald and Scherf 10–11).

36. The vampire is a felicitous metaphor for Socrates the Athenian ironist, as Byron’s The Giaour (1813) had long
since grounded the monster in the Levant (755–66).
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Whoever misattributed The Vampyre to Byron was no doubt trying to profit on the poet’s
celebrity, but since Polidori based his tale on a ghost story that Byron had begun that summer and
abandoned, there is a glimmer of truth behind this falsehood. Polidori’s “initial intention was
primarily to caricature his employer; the two were already on terrible terms. It was this intention
that made his tale so innovative: the modern vampire is essentially a Byronic vampire” (Macdonald
and Scherf 11). Unlike the vampires of folklore, Polidori’s vampire Lord Strongmore is an
autonomous being, not a mindless revenant (Macdonald and Scherf 11). More importantly, he
instantiates the Byronic characteristics of nobility, mobility, and seductiveness (Macdonald and
Scherf 13–14).
Since Polidori’s The Vampyre had been ascribed to Byron, one could expect to find it in
the German translation of Lord Byron’s Complete Works catalogued in The Auctioneer’s Sales
Record of the Library of Søren Kierkegaard (H. P. Rohde 99). Initially, one might be disappointed;
The Vampyre is not listed in the contents of the ten volumes. Yet Volume 7 contains “A Fragment”
(“Ein Fragment”; 142–48), which is none other than Byron’s orphaned tale from the ghost story
competition! How this piece came to be published in the German translation of the poet’s Complete
Works is actually not as strange as the mystery of The Vampyre’s publication. Upon discovering
Polidori’s Vampyre in print, Byron hastily tore his “Fragment” manuscript out of a notebook and
sent it to Murray. The publisher included “A Fragment” as a coda to the English original of
Mazeppa in 1819 (Bleiler xl).
Leaping between introversion and mania, Byron’s vampire, Lord Darvell, could certainly
be grandfathered into the pantheon of Byronic heroes. In regard to Darvell, the narrator of “A
Fragment” recollects, “Some peculiar circumstances in his private history had rendered him to me
an object of attention, of interest, and even of regard, which neither the reserve of his manners, nor
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occasional indications of an inquietude at times nearly approaching to alienation of mind, could
extinguish” (231). Brandes identifies Kierkegaard’s Johannes the Seducer as a derivative of the
Byronic heroes (Ziolkowski 33). Johannes even paraphrases Byron’s poetry. When he describes
“a kiss, which not like a human kiss takes something, but a divine kiss, which gives everything”
‘et Kys, der ikke som et menneskeligt Kys tager Noget, men et guddommeligt Kys, der give Alt’
(Skrifter 2: 362), he is alluding to Byron’s “The First Kiss of Love” (Ryan 7).
It has also been argued that “one can see Johannes the Seducer as a vampire who must
repeatedly parasitize the immediate desire of his female victims to sustain his own jaded interest
in life” (Connell 23). Elaborating on this motif, Ryan writes,
The protagonist comes across as a kind of vampire, residing in the shadows of the
city streets, deftly moving in and out of the city crowds, and always alert with the
sleepless eye. The references to this image are numerous: “living in a kingdom of
mist,” “eyes in a cape,” and “continually seek[ing] my prey.” Through the use of
the cape (Kappe) or cloak (Kaabe) throughout the essay, the seducer’s shadow
world is vividly evoked. (7)
In a footnote in the passage above, Ryan plays his trump; Kierkegaard has written of Johannes in
the margin of a draft of “The Seducer’s Diary,” “[T]here is this vampirishness about him. Just as
the shades in the underworld sucked the blood out of the real human beings and lived so long, thus
did he” ‘[D]ette Vampyragtige der er ved ham. Ligesom Skyggerne i Underverdenen sugede
Blodet ud af de virkelige Msk. og levede saa længe, saaledes han’ (Papirer 3: 136). Only Ryan
has made the connection between the Seducer qua vampire and “Byron or the Byronic figure” (7),
but he does not reference Byron’s “A Fragment” or Polidori’s The Vampyre. The inclusion of “A
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Fragment” in Kierkegaard’s edition of Lord Byron’s Complete Works suggests that this may have
been a connection that Kierkegaard intended.
The vampiric Johannes the Seducer is presaged prior to “The Seducer’s Diary,” both before
Either/Or and within it. One of Kierkegaard’s first literary projects was his analysis of Don Juan,
Faust, and the Wandering Jew Ahasverus, who represents the despair of being unable to die, i.e.,
of being undead (Connell 23). In Either/Or itself, part 1 contains three of A’s essays read before
the Symparanekromenoi (which Connell translates as “the society of the already dead” [23]). One
of these, “The Unhappiest” (“Den Ulykkeligste”) describes an actual grave (nota bene) in England
inscribed to the titular figure.37 A tells his audience that no remains could be found within this
grave: “Then it seemed to explain why the grave was empty: to denote that the unhappiest was the
one who could not die, who could not slip down into a grave” ‘Da lod det sig forklare, hvorfor
Graven var tom, for at betegne, at den Ulykkeligste var den, der ikke kunde døe, der ikke kunde
slippe ned i en Grav’ (Skrifter 2: 214). Forever recollecting, “The unhappy one is always absent
from himself, never present to himself” ‘Den Ulykkelige er altid sig selv fraværende, aldrig sig
selv nærværende’ (Skrifter 2: 216). Like “the unhappy one,” the vampiric-Byronic Johannes the
Seducer absents himself from himself, both in the recollection of his conquests and through the
irony that he employs in their service.
In the early stages of his plot to seduce Cordelia, Johannes declares, “It is the first false
teaching; we must teach her to smile ironically” ‘Det er den første falske Lærdom: vi maae lære
hende at smile ironisk’ (Skrifter 2: 340). Rather than binding Cordelia to his desire, he plans to
heighten her sense of freedom via irony. The ironic consciousness, after all, signals a rejection of

37. “In Worcester Cathedral there is a tomb with the inscription Miserrimus [the most pitiable]” (Hong and Hong,
Either/Or 1: 633).
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all “inherited values” (Söderquist, Isolated Self 2). A, who supposedly copied the text of the
“Diary,” writes of Johannes, “Even his affair with Cordelia is so complicated that it was possible
for him to appear as the seduced” ‘Endogsaa hans Historie med Cordelia er saa forviklet, at det
var ham muligt at træde op som den Forførte’ (Skrifter 2: 297). Thus, the “Diary” represents a
decisive inversion of the period’s gender norms (Garff 280). This development is in accordance
with Johannes’s plan. He notes with satisfaction that Cordelia “herself becomes the tempting one
who seduces me to go beyond the limit of the universal; in this she becomes conscious of it, and
that for me is the principal thing” ‘bliver selv den Fristende, der forfører mig til at gaae ud over
det Almindeliges Grændse, saaledes bliver hun sig det bevidst, og det er mig Hovedsagen’ (Skrifter
2: 412).38
Unlike the early vampires of folklore or the later ones of, say, Bram Stoker, Lord
Strongmore does not have a contagious case of vampirism. Nonetheless, “his eroticism is
infectious.” The once-chaste Miss Aubrey is literally vampirized only after she has succumbed to
the metaphorical vampirism of Strongmore’s sexuality (Macdonald and Scherf 15). The narrator
of The Vampyre recounts “that all those females whom he [Strongmore] had sought, apparently on
account of their virtue, had, since his departure, thrown even the mask aside, and had not scrupled
to expose the whole deformity of their vices to the public view” (43). In the dialectical synthesis
of seducer and seduced, traditional gender roles are annulled. This dialectic manifests itself not
only between the Byronic Lord Strongmore and the ladies of the London ton, but also between
Johannes and Cordelia. While this parallel could just indicate that both Polidori and Kierkegaard
distastefully registered the nascent feminisms of the nineteenth century, Kierkegaard’s Seducer is,

38. Kierkegaard equates “the universal” with marriage (Poole, Indirect Communication 182). In other words, Johannes
wants Cordelia to be the one to initiate extramarital sexual relations.
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after all, a Byronic vampire, and hence his contagious eroticism might well have been inspired by
Strongmore. The Vampyre is not catalogued in The Auctioneer’s Sales Record of the Library of
Søren Kierkegaard, but Kierkegaard could have once owned it or otherwise borrowed it from a
lending library.
Kierkegaard’s philosophical engagement with the undead can be traced to The Sickness
unto Death, a work described as “the crown jewel of his authorship” (Marino xxx). This work’s
central theme is despair, and “Kierkegaard’s pseudonym, Anti-Climacus, frames his discussion of
despair . . . in terms of living death” (Connell 22). As a coda to part 1 of his treatise, the pseudonym
unites disability, irony, and the undead in one strikingly Byronic figure:
Demonic despair is the most intensified of the despair which despairingly wills to
be itself. This despair wills not even in Stoic infatuation with itself and selfidolization to be itself; it wills not like that, no doubt mendaciously, but really in a
certain sense according to its perfection to be itself. No, it wills in hatred of
existence to be itself, to be itself according to its wretchedness; it wills not even in
defiance or defiantly, but out of bravado wills to be itself. It wills not even in
defiance to tear itself loose from the power which posited it. It wills out of bravado
to impose itself on it; it wills with malice to stick to it—and of course, a malevolent
objection to everything must after all take care to stick to that against which is the
objection. It thinks, revolting against the whole of existence, to have obtained a
proof against it, against its goodness. The despairing one thinks this proof to be he
himself, and that is what he wills to be; therefore, he wills to be himself, to be
himself in his agony, with this agony to protest the whole of existence. Whereas the
weakly person in despair will hear nothing about what consolation eternity has for
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him, nor will such a person in despair hear about it, but for another reason: just this
consolation would after all be his ruin—as an objection against the whole of
existence. In order to describe it metaphorically, it is as if an author slipped in a slip
of the pen, and it became conscious of itself as such—perhaps it was after all really
no error, but in a far higher sense an essential item within the whole production—
it is as if now this slip of the pen would make an insurrection against the author,
from hatred of him to presume to address him, and in insane defiance say to him:
No, I will not be wiped out; I will stand as a witness against you, that you are a
mediocre author.
Den dæmoniske Fortvivlelse er den meest potentserede af den Fortvivlelse, der
fortvivlet vil være sig selv. Denne Fortvivlelse vil end ikke i stoisk Forgabelse i sig
selv og Selvforgudelse være sig selv, vil ikke som den, vistnok løgnagtigt, men dog
i en vis Forstand efter sin Fuldkommenhed være sig selv; nei, den vil i Had til
Tilværelsen være sig selv, være sig selv efter sin Elendighed; den vil end ikke i
Trods eller trodsigt, men paa Trods være sig selv; den vil end ikke i Trods rive sit
Selv løs fra den Magt, der satte det, den vil paa Trods paanøde sig den, paatrodse
sig den, vil af Malice holde sig til den – og det forstaaer sig, en ondskabsfuld
Indvending maa jo ogsaa for Alt passe paa at holde sig til Det, hvorimod den er
Indvendingen. Den mener, oprørende sig mod hele Tilværelsen, at have faaet et
Beviis mod denne, mod dennes Godhed. Dette Beviis mener den Fortvivlede sig
selv at være, og det er det han vil være, derfor vil han være sig selv, sig selv i sin
Qval, for med denne Qval at protestere hele Tilværelsen. Medens den svagt
Fortvivlende Intet vil høre om, hvad Trøst Evigheden har for ham, saa vil en saadan
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Fortvivlet heller Intet høre derom, men af en anden Grund: just denne Trøst vilde
jo være hans Undergang – som Indvending mod hele Tilværelsen. Det er, for at
beskrive det billedligt, som hvis der for en Forfatter indløb en Skrivfeil, og denne
blev sig bevidst som saadan – maaskee var det dog egentligen ingen Feil, men i en
langt høiere Forstand et væsentligt Medhenhørende i hele Fremstillingen – det er
som hvis nu denne Skrivfeil vilde giøre Oprør mod Forfatteren, af Had til ham
formene ham at rette, og i vanvittig Trods sige til ham: nei, jeg vil ikke udslettes,
jeg vil staae som et Vidne mod Dig, et Vidne om, at Du er en maadelig Forfatter.
(Skrifter 11: 187)
Ryan locates this intensive despair in the Byronic heroes, as well as in Byron himself (5–6).
Pattison, too, explicitly associates such despair with Byron (64). For both scholars, the link
between demonic despair and Byron is tacit. There are, however, subtler connections between the
poet and demonic despair that can be drawn out through the three main themes of this monograph.
Firstly, the person who succumbs to despair, like the Byronic vampire, suffers a living
death (Connell 22). Secondly, the “slip of the pen,” in his revolt against his creator, occupies the
radically isolated position of irony; Kierkegaard would have identified this position with the
narrator of Byron’s Don Juan. Thirdly, if the despairing individual in the passage above is in fact
a stand-in for Byron, then Kierkegaard is also writing in the context of disability. This third thesis
gains considerable traction if we return to Kierkegaard’s writings from 1850, the year after he
published The Sickness unto Death. This was the year that Kierkegaard caricatured Byron as “a
cripple” in his journal (Skrifter 23: 424). Here Kierkegaard contended that the hedonistic Byron
would never “die to the world” in order to be healed. Concurrently, the “slip of the pen” in The
Sickness unto Death staunchly refuses to be erased and, presumably, corrected. This strong affinity
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between the burlesque Byron of the journals and the silhouette of demonic despair in The Sickness
unto Death would indicate that Byron is indeed behind the latter.
Kierkegaard’s volte-face in respect to Byron can be explained both by the perceived
metonymy between Byron and P. L. Møller (chapter 2), and Kierkegaard’s anxiety of Byron’s
influence as an ironist (chapter 3); and yet moreover, Kierkegaard demoted Byron from powerful
poet to “Disabled Debauchee” because of a swerve in his entire authorship. By 1850, the
Kierkegaardian canon had undergone a sea-change from the aesthetic to the ethical-religious.
Thus, Kierkegaard did not merely disdain Byron as Møller’s metonym or as a rival poet; he
rejected Byron as an apotheosis of the aesthete besides. Still, the Corsair affair is of great
importance here (Smith, “P. L. Møller” 44). If Kierkegaard had not suffered its contumely, the
Concluding Unscientific Postscript, as the title implies, could very well have been his final book.
But suffer he did, and Kierkegaard construed the crowd’s abuse as a call for him to undertake a
religious mission. Therefore, instead of fleeing to a rural parsonage, he held fast in Copenhagen,
where he would write his Christian masterpieces (Lowrie, Short Life 186). The Corsair affair, then,
triggered a shift in Kierkegaard’s authorship that put all poets—including Kierkegaard himself—
under scrutiny. So, while Byron was in the vanguard of the aesthetic production, he is relegated to
the shadows as exemplum of demonic despair in the religious works (Smith, “P. L. Møller” 44).
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P. L. Møller’s “Byron’s Last Hour” (“Byrons sidste Time”)

Your harp sounds like the storm’s shriek,
In the mountain’s monastery you sit
So thoughtful on your life’s ruin,
You delight not in the bird’s warbling.
You delight not in the summer’s starry night,
Its green, smiling plains.
Your countenance is furrowed, your look is dull
From having been awake through the nights.

You have plucked every fruit of life,
Exhausted its pleasure and its pain.
From all you have closed your mind,
And bitterness fills your heart.
It trembles only with a burning need,
It has again support in the struggle,
You dare not to name your own name,
And you are aged before your time!
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What do you have because you were wildly wasteful
With life’s sacred gifts?
Do you have a certainty, which guides mildly
Your soul to Elysium’s gardens?
Do you believe that you see through time’s veil
To the secret’s innermost thread?
Do you yourself certainly believe that when you die,
You will hold your own with the frightful mystery?—

What do you have for your thoughts’ flight,
For the string’s trembling tones?
For the spirit’s glitter as soon as it is extinguished?
Where does your life find its Redeemer?
What do you have for your tears’ dew,
Your abundance which none will guess?
What do you have for your fervent sigh,
And having been awake through the nights?—

Of, not once a compassionate glance,
Only a drowsy, thoughtless crowd,
That praises your songs’ music,
That does not want to preserve them long.
What you loved is dead, in the dark night
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You have no angel by your side,
Your countenance is furrowed, your look is dull
And you are aged before your time!

Din harpe klinger som Stormens Hvin,
I Fjældets Kloster Du sidder
Saa tankefuld paa dit Livs Ruin,
Dig glæder ei Fuglens Kvidder.
Dig glæder ei Sommerens Stjernenat,
Dens grønne, smilende Sletter.
Dit Aasyn er furet, dit Blik er mat
Af gjennemvaagede Nætter.

Du har afrevet hver Livets Frugt,
Udtømt dets Lyst og dets Smerte.
For Alle har Du dit Indre lukt,
Og Bitterhed fylder dit Hjerte.
Det bæver kun af et brændende Savn,
Det har ingen Støtte i Striden,
Du tør ei nævne dit eget Navn,
Og du er ældet før Tiden!

Hvad har Du, fordi Du ødslede vildt
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Med Livets hellige Gaver?
Har du en Vished, som leder mildt
Din Sjæl til Elysiums Haver?
Troer Du at see gjennem Tidens Slør
Til Løndommens inderste Traade?
Troer du vel selv, at naar du døer,
Sig klarer den rædsomme Gaade? —

Hvad har Du for dine Tankers Flugt,
For Strengens zittrende Toner?
For Aandens Glimren, som snart er slukt?
Hvor finder dit Liv sin Forsoner?
Hvad har Du for dine Taarers Dug,
Din Rigdom, som Ingen gjætter?
Hvad har Du for dine glødende Suk,
Og gjennemvaagede Nætter? —

Af, ei engang et medlidende Blik,
Kun en døsig, tankeløs Skare,
Som ophøier dine Sanges Musik,
Som vil dem ei længe bevare.
Hvad du elsked er dødt, i den mørke Nat
Du har ingen Engel ved Siden,
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Dit Aasyn er furet, dit Blik er mat,
Og du er ældet før Tiden!
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Berlingske Tidende Review of On Lord Byron (Om Lord Byron)

Literature. Grímur Thomsen: On Lord Byron. Dissertations are usually the bough of literature,
which generally rouse interest with the smallest number of readers. As they most often occupy
themselves with such heterogeneous subjects that only people of the profession could follow them
with interest, their reception by the greater reading public must, as a result of this, generally be
also rather cold. All the more welcome it is when even here just once a subject of more universal
interest is dissertated, which is the case with Mr. Gr. Thomsen’s dissertation, written for the degree
of Master of Arts on Lord Byron. Mr. Thomsen has appeared earlier as an author, as he in the year
1841 answered the university’s offered prize question in aesthetics with a thesis on modern French
poetry, for which he received proxime accessit. Later the author allowed this thesis to be released
in print, just like several other minor works, most of a polemical nature. A right beautiful
contribution he has provided to P. L. Møller’s Gæa, some of the best the book contains, by which
he has in addition revived the memory of a dead countryman. His first larger work is his
dissertation on Lord Byron. Byron is one of the poets about whom there is so much written and so
often that it is difficult to write about him anew without laying oneself open to repeat what has
already been said. However, our own literature has not a lot to boast in this respect, and we consider
therefore Mr. Thomsen’s book as a deserving attempt to stimulate interest for one of modern
poetry’s first heroes, and we could with pleasure say, founder; because no matter how different
the verdicts are on Byron’s poetry and its meaning, so has it really shown then that poets like this
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have seen through the human soul’s most secret recesses, and have exposed the human passions
with such horrifying truth, as has Byron. Mr. Thomsen has labored to solve his problem, as he has
first labored to depict the substantiality of the age to which Byron belonged, next Byron’s
personality and work, and finally the influence he has had on poetry’s later development. We
believe that what the first part is concerned with one can with good reason object that Mr. Thomsen
here has depicted more a single phenomenon in the age than the age’s spirit and being themselves;
he has, therefore, with rather a good deal of rambling, treated English poetry’s state for Byron and
the conditions of this for his predecessors, but it seems to us, on the other hand, to have little shown
this poetry’s unification with the age’s whole religious and moral state. Byron is probably a cause
of his age, but how this age itself was, how it formed itself out of the greater political, civil, and
religious upheavals that went ahead of it, is not sufficiently established. The subsequent short
description of Byron’s life can, in accordance with his nature, not provide some new contribution
to the subject’s illumination, but it is interesting, insofar as it gives us a clear picture of the poet’s
personality, how in one such remarkable manner the greatest contrasts endure united. The
following section, where the poet’s individual works are gone through and established in their
inner development and connection, proves that the author has understood his subject with love and
has seen through the substantial in his works with clear insight into the poet’s spirit. We take
neither into consideration to declare this section the best and most substantial part of the book. In
the last section Byron’s influence on modern poetry is established, especially the French and
German, but it is too sketchily treated to be exhaustive. What in his time was said in the grading
of the author’s prize essay can also be said about this work, that it reveals a lively spirit and
extensive endeavors, and insofar justifies future expectations, but also reveals an author who is
still in his beginning development.
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Literatur. Grimur Thomsen: Om Lord Byron. Disputatser pleie at være den Green af Literaturen,
der i Almindelighed vækker Interesse hos det mindste Antal Læsere. Som oftest beskjeftige de sig
saa heterogene Gjenstande, at kun Folk af Faget med Interesse kunne følge dem, og deres
Modtagelse hos det større læsende Publicum maa som Følge deraf ogsaa i Almindelighed blive
temmelig kold. Desto kjærkomnere er det, naar ogsaa her en enkelt Gang en mere almeeninteressant Gjenstand afhandles, som Tilfælde, er med Hr. Gr. Thomsens for Magistergraden
skrevne Afhandling om Lord Byron. Hr.Thomsen er tidligere optraadt som Forfatter, idet han i
Aaret 1841 besvarede Universitetets udsatte Priisspørgsmaal i Æsthetiken ved en Afhandling om
den nyere franske Poesi, hvorfor han erholdt Accessit. Denne Afhandling har Forfatteren senere
ladet udgive i Trykken, ligesom flere andre Smaaarbeider, meest af polemisk Natur. Et ret smukt
Bidrag har han leveret til P. L. Møller’s ˶Gæa˝, noget af det bedste Bogen indeholder, hvorved
han tillige har opfrisket Mindet om en afdød Landsmand. Hans første større Arbeide er hans
Afhandling om Lord Byron. Byron er af de Digtere, om hvilket der er skrevet saa Meget og saa
ofte, at det er vanskeligt at skrive paany om ham, uden at udsætte sig for at gjentage, hvad der
allerede er sagt. Imidlertid har vor egen Literatur ikke Meget at opvise i denne Retning, og vi ansee
derfor Hr. Thomsens Bog som et fortjenstfuldt Forsøg paa at oplive Interessen for en af den nyere
Posies første Heroer, og vi kunne gjerne sige, Grundlæggere; thi hvor forskjellige end Dommene
ere om Byrons Poesi og dens Betydning, saa er det dog vist, at saa Digtere saaledes have
gjennemskuet den menneskelige Sjæls hemmeligste Afkroge og med saa frygtelig Sandhed have
blottet de menneskelige Lidenskaber som Byron. Hr. Thomsen har stræbt at løse sin Opgave, idet
han først har stræbt at skildre den Tids Substantialitet, til hvilken Byron hørte, dernæst Byrons
Personlighed og Virken, og endelig den Indflydelse, han har havt paa Poesiens senere Udvikling.
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Hvad den første Deel angaaer, troe vi, at man med Grund kan indvende, at Hr. Thomsen her mere
har skildret et enkelt Phænomen i Tiden, end selve Tidens Aand og Væsen; han har saaledes med
temmelig megen Vidtløftighed behandlet den engelske Poesies Tilstand for Byron og dennes
Forhold til sine Forgængere, men synes os derimod for lidet at have viist denne Poesies
Sammenknytning til Tidsalderens hele religiense og moralske Tilstand. Byron er vistnok en
Affødning af sin Tidsalder, hvorledes denne Tidsalder selv var, hvorledes den dannede sig udaf de
store politiske, borgerlige, religiense Omvæltninger, der gik forud for den, er ikke tilstrækkeligt
paaviist. Den paafølgende korte Skildring af Byrons Liv kan ifølge sin Natur ikke levere noget nyt
Bidrag til Gjenstandens Oplysning, men er interssant, forsaavidt som den giver os et klart Billede
af Digeterens Personlighed, hvor paa en saa mærkelig Maade de største Modsætninger vare
forenede. Den følgende Deel, hvor Digterens enkelte Værker gjennemgaaes og paavises i deres
indre Udvikling og Forbindelse, viser, at Forfatteren med Kjærlighed har opfattet sin Gjenstand
og med klar Indsigt i Digterens Aand har gjennemskuet det Substantielle i hans Værker. Vi tage
heller ikke i Betænkning at erklære denne Deel for den bedste og indholdsrigeste Afdeling af
Bogen. I sidste Deel paavises Byrons Indflydelse paa den nyere Poesi, navnlig den franske og
tydske, men det er for skizzemæssigt behandlet til at kunne være udtømmende. Hvad der i sin Tid
sagdes i Censuren over Forfatterens Priisafhandling, kan ogsaa siges om dette Arbeide, at det røber
en levende Aand og en omfattende Stræben og forsaavidt berettiger til fremtidige Forventninger,
men tillige røber en Forfatter, der endnu er i sin begyndende Udvikling.
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